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WELCOME LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

This year’s conference theme is “Making our World Anew: Political Psychology in an Age of Global Challenges.” The challenges are, indeed, enormous: Long-standing enmities fester in many places; terrorists threaten civilians everywhere; the list of on-going human rights violations around the world remains tragically long; women and young girls still suffer disproportionately from poverty, lack of education and health care, and from many forms of abuse. Further, according to new UN estimates, the number of malnourished people around the globe topped one billion for the first time in 2009, and malnutrition contributes to more than half of all childhood deaths. More than two billion people lack adequate clean water for drinking, sanitation, or both. The Copenhagen conference to address global warming was a dismal failure. What better time to see how our research and energy may be used to address these challenges.

Steve Reicher and the section chairs have assembled a splendid program, and I encourage you to take full advantages of its riches. Many panels and roundtables, such as “Globalization, Environment and Identity,” “Political Psychology, Political Science and Human Rights,” and “Can Psychology Help Us Save the World…” directly embrace the conference theme. It is always delightful to hear excellent research by our younger scholars, assuring us that ISPP’s future is in good hands. We look forward to keynote addresses by Stanford Award recipient Peter Loewenberg, and Lasswell Award recipients Steve Brown and Tom Pettigrew.

This year, ISPP celebrates a third of a century, and we have certainly changed during that time. At our founding in 1978, most of our 233 founding members were seasoned scholars, many with stellar work. Even though Jeanne Knutson was a pivotal founding member, ISPP’s membership was just 7% female then; today it is 37%. Our founders were 73% North American. Now, only half of us are North American with the other half of our members representing more than 50 countries. The establishment of the Junior Scholars in 1998 has helped make us younger and more gender balanced. Today, 45% of our members hold junior scholar status (ten or fewer years post Ph. D.). Fifty percent of our junior scholars are women, while women comprise only 30% of the rest of our membership.

ISPP’s 33rd annual meeting is our third in San Francisco, the other two being in 1987 and 1992. Linda Patten and Joan Streegan of Wayneflete, Inc. have planned and carefully attended to all our San Francisco arrangements, and we are grateful. San Francisco offers much to see and do. So enjoy a visit to Fisherman’s Wharf, a walk on Golden Gate Bridge, a ride on a cable car, a stroll through Chinatown, or a visit to another of San Francisco’s many attractions.

Finally, we welcome Carolyn Funk as our new Executive Director, and Farrah Graham, her associate, as our Assistant Director. With Carolyn as our Director, our central office has now moved to Virginia Commonwealth University, her home institution.

My welcome and warm regards to all. I know that you will find many challenging and enriching sessions. I hope you also will enjoy getting together with old friends and making new ones.

—Sam McFarland, ISPP President
Welcome to the 33rd annual meeting of the ISPP in San Francisco, California! Once you’ve seen all that [the Hotel] California has to offer, you’ll agree with the Eagles singing “you can check out any time you like, but you can never leave!” The Junior Scholars Committee (JSC) is pleased to welcome you to another great conference. As usual, we have several events planned especially for the junior scholar membership (those of us who are still students or within eight years post-degree).

Start off the meeting by mingling with your colleagues and friends at the Junior Scholar Social Hour, Wednesday 7 July 2010, 5:30-6:30 in the Mark Hopkins Grand Cafe. This is a great opportunity to come and see old and new friends as we kick off four days of stimulating conversation and research about political psychology. If you are a junior scholar (and only junior scholars please!), come have a drink on us prior to attending the opening reception.

The next day we will hold our annual Mentoring Tea, Conversations with the Wise, Friday 9 July 2010, 5:30-6:30. If you signed-up to be matched to a senior scholar with similar research interests, this is your chance to speak one-on-one with more experienced ISPP membership. If you weren’t able to sign up in advance, or if you weren’t able to make it to the conference, please join our mentoring database. Being in the database will put you in touch with a mentor that you can reach out to even after the meeting is over.

Finally, we have two informative roundtables planned. The Junior Scholars Career Development Roundtable, Braving the Job Application Process, is scheduled for Friday 9 July, 3:30-5:00. Everything you’ve ever wanted to know about job applications—from tenure track to research faculty to private organizations—it’ll be here. And, to help you get started down the right track to your dream job, be sure and attend the Junior Scholars Publishing Roundtable, Helping Junior Scholars Tackle the Publish or Perish Mantra. This roundtable—all about publishing—will take place on Saturday 10 July, 9:00-10:30.

We are pleased to congratulate all thirteen recipients of the Junior Scholar Travel Award! We had so many great applications, and unfortunately, we aren’t able to fund everyone. But all of the 49 Travel Award Applications we received, we see evidence of the exciting research that Junior Scholars contribute to these annual meetings. Case in point: the winners of the Best Dissertation and Roberta Sigel 2009 awards! After the 2010 conference, please consider submitting your paper (or dissertation to be completed in 2010) in consideration for one of these awards. You can find details about these opportunities and more at the Junior Scholars Blog (http://polpsych.wordpress.com/).

The JSC runs on the time and energy of its junior scholar volunteers. We are grateful for their hard work this past year. Moreover, we hope that you—the junior scholar membership—are able to take advantage of the opportunities for networking, growing, and learning that ISPP affords. The JSC is here to help bring junior scholar needs to the forefront, so if there is something that you would like to see happen, please let us know. Your feedback is very important to us! In the meantime, here’s to a fun and fruitful meeting!

—Janice Adelman, JSC Chair
—Miriam Matthews, JSC Chair-Elect
Conference Organizers:

2010 Conference Program Chair:
Steve Reicher, St. Andrews University, UK

2011 Conference Program Chairs:
Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, USA
Kevin Durrheim, University of Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa

Section Chairs:

  Jeffrey Murer--Globalization and IR
  Maykel Verkuyten--Migration and acculturation
  Kevin Durrheim and Mike Quayle--Regional studies
  Susan Condor--Political Culture, Identity and Language
  Shana Gadarian--Electoral behaviour
  Phil Hammack and Andrew Pilecki--Social inequality and social change
  Chris Federico, Paul Goren, and Joanne Miller--Political decision making
  Guy Elcheroth and Eran Halperin--Crisis and conflict
  Clifford Stevenson--Intergroup and intragroup relations
  Eve Binks--New perspectives
Special Events

**Wednesday, July 7**

**Presidential Address by Sam McFarland**  
"The Slow Creation of Humanity"  
12:30-1:30pm, Peacock Room

**Junior Scholar Social Hour**  
5:30-6:30pm, The Paris Foyer at The Grand Cafe, 501 Geary Street, Union Square  
Come and meet other Junior Scholars attending the conference. This cocktail reception is for Junior Scholars only (graduate students and scholars within 8 years of degree)

**Opening Reception**  
Fee and reservation required  
7:00-8:30pm, Paris Foyer at The Grand Cafe, 501 Geary Street, Union Square  
This reception includes light appetizers, a glass of wine and a no-host bar for additional libations at to open the conference in style.

**Thursday, July 8**

**Poster Presentations**  
Authors will be discussing their work 1:45-3:15pm.  
Posters will remain on display through Friday, July 9, in the Room of The Dons.

**Keynote Address by Peter Loewenberg**  
(2010 Sanford Award Winner)  
"'Face' in Chinese-American Diplomatic Relations"  
12:30-1:30pm, Peacock Room, Mark Hopkins

**Keynote Address by Thomas Pettigrew**  
(2010 Lasswell Award Winner)  
"The Post-Racism Myth and Mass Media Mistakes"  
5:15-6:15pm, Peacock Room

**Chess Challenge!**  
6:30-8:30pm, Peacock Room  
ISPP’s Chris Cohrs, of Queen's University Belfast, is an internationally ranked chess player. Chris has agreed to take on up to 15 ISPP members simultaneously. Challengers will need to bring their own chess sets. This should be a fun time, even for those who only choose to watch.

**Friday, July 9**

**Keynote Address by Steven Brown**  
(2009 Lasswell Award Winner)  
"The Lost Scent of Subjectivity"  
12:30-1:30pm, Peacock Room

**Junior Scholars Mentoring Hour**  
5:30-6:30pm, Florentine & Garden, Mark Hopkins  
Open to Junior Scholars and Mentors; pre-registration required.
Through the Mentoring Program, junior scholars and senior mentors with similar fields of interest meet one-on-one at this reception. Those who signed up when registering for the conference by June 1 are guaranteed a match.

**Awards Reception and Presentation**
Fee and reservation required.
7:00-9:00pm, Victor's, St. Francis Hotel
Join us in recognizing this year's award winners with an evening sampling food from the famous food districts of San Francisco including North Beach, Chinatown, Fisherman's Wharf and Ghirardelli Chocolate. A glass of wine will be included and a non-hosted, cash wine and beer bar will be available for any additional drinks.

**Meetings**

**ISPP Governing Council Meeting**
July 6, 9:00am-5:00pm

**Editorial Board Breakfast**
July 8, 7:45am-9:00am

**ISPP Member Business Meeting**
July 10, 12:30-1:30
Peacock Room, Mark Hopkins
Open to all ISPP members and potential members

**Summary of Junior Scholar Events**

**Junior Scholars Social Hour**
Free; for junior scholars only
July 7, 5:30-6:30pm, The Paris Foyer at The Grand Cafe, 501 Geary Street, Union Square

**Junior Scholars Committee Meeting**
July 8, 6:00pm-7:30pm (subject to change), location TBD

**Junior Scholars Mentoring Hour**
Open to Junior Scholars and Mentors; pre-registration required.
July 9, 5:30-6:30pm, Florentine & Garden, Mark Hopkins

**Career Development Roundtable**
"Braving the Job Application Process"
July 9, 3:30-5:00pm, Peacock Room

**Publishing Roundtable**
"Helping Junior Scholars Tackle the Publish or Perish Mantra"
July 10, 9:00-10:30am, Peacock Room
2010 Award Winners

**Alexander George Book Award**
Maria Rost Rublee, University of Auckland
"Nonproliferation norms: Why states choose nuclear restraint"

**Best Dissertation Award**
Johanna Vollhardt, Clark University
“Group-based Victim Consciousness and its Effects on Intergroup Relations: a Double-Edged Sword”
Completed in the department of Psychology at University of Massachusetts at Amherst

**Honorable mention to**
Rezarta Bilali, University of Massachusetts Boston
“The Effect of Group Identity on Memories of Past Conflicts”
Completed in the department of Psychology at University of Massachusetts at Amherst

**Erik Erikson Award for Early Career Achievement**
Jennifer Jerit, Florida State University
Thomas Rudolph, University of Illinois

**Jeanne Knutson Award for Long-Standing Service to ISPP**
David Winter, University of Michigan

**Harold Lasswell Award for Distinguished Scientific Contributions**
Thomas Pettigrew, UC-Santa Cruz

**Nevitt Sanford Award for Professional Contributions to Political Psychology**
Peter Loewenberg, UCLA

**Noel Markwell Media Award**
Amy Goodman, Democracy Now!

**Roberta Sigel Award 1**
(For best paper by a junior scholar presented at 2009 ISPP meeting)
Thomas Craemer, University of Connecticut
"Implicit Closeness to Blacks, Support for Affirmative Action, Slavery Reparations, and Vote Intentions for Barack Obama in the 2008 Elections"

**Roberta Sigel Award 2**
(For best paper with junior scholar as lead author presented at 2009 ISPP meeting)
Pete Hatemi, University of Iowa and Rose McDermott, Brown University
“The Relationship Between Political Preferences and Fear Dispositions”
The Sigel Award is given to junior scholar authors of the best papers presented at annual scientific meetings. Nominees must be current ISPP members.

ISPP first announced this award at its Vancouver meeting in 1996. Professor Sigel, whom the award honors, has been a distinguished professor of political science at Rutgers University since 1973. She is author and editor of seven books and many articles and book chapters, mostly in the areas of political socialization and democratic citizenship. She has had many leadership roles in the American Political Science Association and has served as program chair, Vice-President and President of ISPP.

All ISPP junior scholars who are current dues paid members of ISPP and had their paper accepted for the 2010 summer meeting/conference are eligible to be considered for the award to be presented during the 2011 meeting. Junior scholars are students (graduate or undergraduate) and faculty who received their degree within the last eight years. Each (of the two) award carries a cash prize of $250.

There are two prizes with slightly different criteria to accommodate the authorship and publication practices in the various disciplines represented in ISPP:

- The first award is given to the best paper written by junior scholars only. In the case of multiple authors, all co-authors must be junior scholars.
- The second award is conferred to the best paper with a junior scholar first author. This award allows for a senior scholar co-author.

Please nominate (self-nominations are encouraged) eligible papers only (posters are not eligible) and submit them to the email address below by August 16, 2010. Papers previously submitted to the Sigel Award are not eligible. All submissions will be read by the award committee, consisting of members of the Junior Scholar Committee as well as senior scholars. Two papers will be selected strictly according to scientific excellence and their contribution to research in political psychology.

For more information, see http://ispp.org/archives/sigel.html

Jennifer Jerit
Chair, Sigel Award Committee
jjerit@fsu.edu
ISPP 2009 Dissertation Award Announcement

Deadline: January 15, 2011

All Ph.D. dissertations within the field of political psychology are eligible for consideration, regardless of home discipline. Dissertations should represent an independent piece of research that is the sole work of the author and gains the highest degree at the author’s university.

Nominations are due by January 15, 2011, for dissertations completed and successfully defended between January 1, 2010 and December 31, 2010. Nominees must be current ISPP members.

Nominations should be submitted electronically and must include a one-page abstract (no more than 300 words), a 10-page (3,000 word) summary of the dissertation, and a letter of recommendation from the thesis advisor or committee member, all in English. Nominations should be submitted to the award committee co-chairs: Alex Haslam (a.haslam@exeter.ac.uk) and Monica Schneider (schneimc@muohio.edu).

The award committee will request a copy of the full dissertation for those selected to participate in the second round evaluation. If the dissertation is written in a language other than English, the full dissertation may be submitted in the original language for the second round evaluation, and at least one qualified reader fluent in that language will be included as a committee member for the second round evaluation.

Please forward this announcement to Directors of Graduate Studies at your institution, and to any other persons to whom you think it might be of interest.

Many thanks,

Alex Haslam and Monica Schneider

2011 ISPP Best Dissertation Award Committee Co-chairs
Call for Papers
Annual Scientific Meeting of the International Society of Political Psychology (ISPP)
July 9th – 12th, 2011
Istanbul

“Cooperation and Human Societies: Towards a Multidisciplinary Political Psychology”

Conference Program Chairs: Elizabeth Theiss-Morse (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) and Kevin Durrheim (University of Kwazulu-Natal)
ISPP 2010-11 President: Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University

This year’s conference theme reflects growing interdisciplinary evidence of cooperation as a critical foundation for the development of human societies. Frequently, political psychology has focused on the negative aspects of human nature, examining the political implications of intergroup conflict, violence, nationalism, prejudice, and discrimination. Yet across numerous social science subfields including evolutionary psychology, developmental psychology, political economy, political theory, and social psychology there is growing awareness of the pervasiveness of human cooperation and its centrality to group life. Conflict and cooperation are opposing but omnipresent and often co-existing features of human societies.

Istanbul provides an excellent setting in which to examine this theme, straddling Asia and Europe, blending the secular and religious, and serving as a reminder of much consequential world history (both cooperative and conflictual). In a globalized world, human cooperation has the potential to minimize religious, geographic and cultural differences. What better place to examine these issues than in cosmopolitan Istanbul?

To address this year’s theme, the program committee hopes to create a setting in which diverse scholars can come together to discuss the ways in which positive aspects of human nature influence political phenomenon. We are particularly interested in bringing together different perspectives and new findings from the fields of anthropology, biology, economics, philosophy, political science, and psychology to create an exciting intellectual forum in which scholars can exchange views and work towards the development of a political psychology that focuses on both positive and negative facets of human behavior.

Format

Paper and Panel proposals: Each panel normally includes up to four papers addressing a common substantive topic, a chair, and up to two discussants. We accept individual paper submissions, which subsequently will be grouped into panels with similar papers, and will be assigned a chair and (possibly) discussants. We also accept proposals for complete panels that include all papers and identify the chair and discussant (if you choose to utilize discussants), which can be submitted by the panel chair as a complete session.

Posters: Poster sessions are designed to present research projects in all their phases. Posters can include information on data, results, conclusions, applications, or implementation of instruments and techniques. The aim of poster sessions is to be interactive and to provide exchange and
discussion of ideas between the poster’s author and the people viewing the posters. We accept individual poster proposals, which should be submitted to the appropriate section chairs.

*Discussants and Chairs:* Because every panel will have a chair and many will have discussants who will help to stimulate discussion and valuable feedback, all presenters at the conference will most likely be assigned the role of discussant or chair at a panel on which they are not presenting a paper. If you would like to serve in this role for a specific area of study that fits your interests and expertise, you can submit a request through the online submission system.

*Roundtables:* Roundtables involve two or more presenters who articulate their views on a particular topic. This can be a research area, a particular book, a method, or some other topic. We accept only proposals for whole roundtables, including the participants and a chair, which can be submitted by the roundtable chair. We do not accept individual proposals to join a roundtable.

*Workshops:* Workshops serve to instruct or give the audience practice in methods for political psychological research or might focus on practical program training relevant to political psychology. Workshops not charging additional fees will be given the same time slots as the other formats. Those who wish to require a fee for materials and/or need a longer time slot to conduct a workshop should contact the program chairs. We accept proposals for workshops, which can be submitted by the workshop chair. We do not accept individual proposals to join a workshop.

There will also be 60-minute keynote addresses as well as 60-minute keynote discussions where two or more people will debate an issue of importance. These will be solicited for the program by invitation only.

*Sections*

Individual papers and posters, as well as entire panels, roundtables, and workshops can be submitted to a maximum of two of the 11 sections listed below, with one designated as the presenter’s first choice and the other designated as second. Each section is marked with keywords associated with its most relevant topics, to assist participants in identifying the sections that best match their research interests. A list of section chairs is posted on our conference website: http://ispp.org/meet.html.

**2011 – Istanbul Sections**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Key Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Political conflict, violence, and crisis</td>
<td>Political crises, natural disasters, conflict, violence, genocide, ethnic cleansing, war, peace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Intergroup relations</td>
<td>Stereotyping, prejudice, belonging, othering, solidarity, cohesion, social dominance, legitimacy, permeability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Leadership and political personality</td>
<td>Political leaders, elites, political personality, accountability, reputation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Electoral behavior and public opinion</td>
<td>Voting, political campaigns, vote choice, political beliefs and values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Political communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Political culture, identity, and language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Political decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Civic engagement and civic development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>International relations, globalization, macropolitical issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>New theoretical and methodological developments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Social inequality and social change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The International Society of Political Psychology and the Chairs for the 2011 conference emphasize methodological and theoretical plurality in all participations and welcome all approaches and all topics.

**Proposal Submission**

Submission of proposals opens in October 2010. To submit your proposal, visit the ISPP Annual Meeting website at: [http://ispp.org/meet.html](http://ispp.org/meet.html) where you will be able to submit your proposal electronically. In order to contain the size of the conference and limit the number of parallel sessions, participants will be limited to no more than two presentations of a given type (paper, poster, roundtable, workshop). The deadline for submissions of proposals is February 4, 2011.

Please note that all presenters, panel chairs, and discussants will need to register and pay for conference attendance. Also, if your paper submission is accepted, you will be expected to electronically upload a copy of your research paper online for panel chairs, discussants, and public archives. You are also expected to distribute it by email to all members of your panel (other presenters, chair, and discussant). Finally, if your submission is accepted, you may be assigned a presentation time on any of the days of the conference.

We look forward to your participation. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at ispp.conference@yahoo.com

Best Wishes,

Beth and Kevin
### ISPP Sessions By Day and Time

#### WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 9:00 am-10:30 am
- W1.1 2C National Identity, Threats, and Contact as Predictors of Out-group Attitudes
- W1.2 4C Political Narrative, Rhetoric and Metaphor
- W1.3 4Q Political Impacts of Social Identities
- W1.4 5E Public Opinion and the Economy
- W1.5 7B Beyond Conservatism: Conceptions and Psychological Underpinnings of Ideology
- W1.6 8I Organizational Strategies and Public Reactions to Terrorism
- W1.7 9J Explaining Attitudes Towards Immigrants
- W1.8 10G Political Behaviour, Biology and Genetics

#### WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 10:45 am-12:15 pm
- W2.1 2D Changing Circumstances and Changing Intergroup Attitudes
- W2.2 4F Narrative, Historiography and Political Action.
- W2.3 4T The Possibilities of Pluralism: The Meaning of “American” Identity in Multi-Ethnic Contexts
- W2.4 5H Foreign Policy Attitudes and Threat
- W2.5 5O Political Communication: Perspectives on the Future of the Field (Roundtable)
- W2.6 5B Cognitive and Motivational Underpinnings of Political Conservatism and Endorsement of Authority
- W2.7 8A Radicalization and Terror
- W2.8 9N Stereotype Threat and Stigmatization
- W2.9 10H Political Psychology, Political Science and Human Rights

#### WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 12:30 pm-1:30 pm
- W3.1 ISPP Presidential Address, Sam McFarland, WKU: “The Slow Creation of Humanity”

#### WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1:45 pm-3:15 pm
- W4.1 2A Minority Identity Expression and the Management of Cultural Diversity
- W4.2 4M History, Narratives and the Construction of Identity; Making Sense of the Past and the Future to Story the Present
- W4.3 4I National Identities in a Changing World
- W4.4 5D Deliberation
- W4.5 5K Political Costs of Changing Course: Experimental Research of Public Reactions to Leaders’ Inconsistency
- W4.6 6D Framing Inequality
- W4.7 8L The Hard Science of Healing History (Roundtable)
- W4.8 9V The Socio-historical Context of Intergroup Relations
- W4.9 9H The Role of Threat and Fear for Right-Wing Authoritarianism: Differentiated Views

#### WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 3:30 pm-5:00 pm
- W5.1 2B Psychological Adaptation and Resettlement of Refugees
- W5.2 4R Remembering for a Purpose: Negotiating Troubled Identity Positions Through Memory
- W5.3 4K Altruism: Its Diverse Manifestations, Causes and Cultural and National Influences
- W5.4 5P Political Discussion
- W5.5 6A Maintaining Inequality: Factors in System Justification
- W5.6 7J Political Socialization and the Origins of Ideology
- W5.7 8H Mass Communication on Conflicts
- W5.8 9W National Identity and Intranational Dynamics
- W5.9 9I Conceptual Approaches to Authoritarianism

#### WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 5:30 pm-6:30 pm
- W6.1 Junior Scholars Social Hour (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)

#### WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 7:00 pm-8:30 pm
- W7.1 Opening Reception and Welcoming Comments (Fee and reservation required)
THURSDAY, JULY 8, 7:45 am-9:00 am
T1.1 Editorial Board Breakfast Meeting

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 9:00 am-10:30 am
T2.1 3C Regional Reflections on Political Psychology
T2.2 4A Political Trust
T2.3 5A Candidate Rhetoric
T2.4 5V Public Opinion Potpourri
T2.5 8D Emotions in Conflicts
T2.6 8C Elite Strategies and Structural Pressures in International Conflicts
T2.7 9E (I) New Developments in Psychological Research on Anti-Semitism
T2.8 9B Collective Participation and the Making of Social Identities
T2.9 10E Personality and Political Psychology I: Motives, Cognitive Styles, and Authoritarianism

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 10:45 am-12:15 pm
T3.1 3B Perspectives on State and Citizen
T3.2 4U Processes Influencing Democratic Ownership and Participation (PIDOP)
T3.3 5C The Conditional Effects of Persuasion
T3.4 5U Political Socialization
T3.5 7G Personality and Leadership
T3.6 8G Transnational Approaches to Conflict Resolution and Crisis Management
T3.7 9E (II) New Developments in Psychological Research on Anti-Semitism
T3.8 9T Identity, Action, and Conflict in Northern Ireland
T3.9 10F Personality and Political Psychology II: Studying Social Action and Political Beliefs Using Diverse Methodologies

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 12:30 pm-1:30 pm
T4.1 Keynote Address: 2010 Sanford Award Winner Peter Loewenberg, UCLA: “‘Face’ in Chinese-American Diplomatic Relations”

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1:45 pm-3:15 pm
T5.1 Poster Session (Authors available to discuss their research. Posters will remain on display through Friday, July 9.)

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 3:30 pm-5:00 pm
T6.1 3A Identities in the Context of Social Conflict and Change
T6.2 4E Identity, Trauma and the Unconscious
T6.3 5I Framing
T6.4 5S Political Learning
T6.5 6E The Structure of Inequality
T6.6 7M The Psychological Construction of Ideology
T6.7 9P Ideologies and Intergroup Attitudes
T6.8 9F Researching Authoritarianism: Assessment and Relations to Attitudes and Behavior

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 5:15 pm-6:15 pm

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 6:30 pm-8:30 pm
T8.1 Chess Challenge: Christopher Cohrs, internationally ranked chess player, takes on ISPP members

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 9:00 am-10:30 am
F1.1 4B History, National Identity and Political Orientations
F1.2 5G Gender
F1.3 5W Public Opinion and Race
F1.4 7F New Perspectives on the Political Psychology of Fear and Threat
F1.5 8E Leadership Style and Decision-Making
F1.6 9C Diversity and Dominance: Contextual, Cultural, and Gendered Differences in Social Dominance Orientation
F1.7 9S Ethnocentrism and Infrahumanisation
F1.8 9L Conflict, Contact and Coexistence
F1.9 10B Fundamentals of Q Methodology (Workshop)

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 10:45 am-12:15 pm
F2.1 4J Political Cultures
F2.2 4N Narrative, Trauma, Reconciliation, and Healing (Roundtable organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars)
F2.3 5Q Political Elites
F2.4 5F Voting
F2.5 6G Emerging Perspectives on the Experience of Inequality
F2.6 7C Conflict, Cooperation, and the Formation of Political Preferences
F2.7 8M What is Political Radicalization?
F2.8 9K Intergroup Attitudes and Political Decision Making
F2.9 10J Reintroducing Q Methodology

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 12:30 pm-1:30 pm
F3.1 Keynote Address: 2009 Lasswell Award Winner Steven Brown, KSU: “The Lost Scent of Subjectivity”

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1:45 pm-3:15 pm
F4.1 4L From Identity Positions to Social Identifications as Mediators in Political Engagement
F4.2 4O Narratives and Social Movements (Roundtable organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars)
F4.3 5R Political Identification
F4.4 6B Responses to Inequality: Factors in Collective Action
F4.5 7A Affect and Political Judgment
F4.6 9U Prejudice, Tolerance and Cooperation in Intragroup Dynamics
F4.7 10C Intergroup Dynamics, Identity, and Discrimination
F4.8 11B Personality and Political Leadership

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 3:30 pm-5:00 pm
F5.1 Career Development Roundtable: Braving the Job Application Process (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)
F5.2 1B Perception, Preferences, and Policy
F5.3 4S The Group as a Psychological and Political Resource
F5.4 4P Narratives and Identity (Roundtable organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars)
F5.5 5T Political Participation
F5.6 6C Attitudes Towards Inequality
F5.7 7K The Light and the Dark: Hope and Anxiety as Political Emotions
F5.8 9R Categorisation and Stereotyping: Cognitive and Social Functions
F5.9 10A Coming of Age: Youth and Civic Engagement

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 5:30 pm-6:30 pm
F6.1 Junior Scholars Mentoring Hour (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee: pre-registration required)

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 7:00 pm-9:00 pm
F7.1 Awards Reception and Presentation (Fee and registration required)

SATURDAY, JULY 10, 9:00 am-10:30 am
S1.1 Publishing Roundtable: Helping Junior Scholars Tackle the Publish or Perish Mantra (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)
S1.2 4D Promoting, Negotiating and Resisting Political Identities
S1.3 5N Party Strategies
S1.4 6F Inequality and Democratic Citizenship
S1.5 7I Political Participation
S1.6 8B Transmission of Beliefs about Conflicts
S1.7 9X Developments in the Measurement of Intergroup Attitudes
S1.8 9D How National Majorities and Minorities Relate to Cultural Diversity Across Regions and Over Time
S1.9 10I Scale Development, Scale Validation and New Methodologies

SATURDAY, JULY 10, 10:45 am-12:15 pm
S2.1 4G Civil Society, Citizenship and Democratic Participation
S2.2 5M Media Influence
S2.3 6H Can Psychology Help ‘Us’ Save the World: Understanding Leadership, Influence and Mass Behaviour Around Major Social Issues (Roundtable)
S2.4 6I Global Feminisms: Comparative Study of Activists in Research and Teaching
S2.5 7H Political Cognition, Motivation, and Information
S2.6 8F Threat, Morality, and Ideology in Groups exposed to Political Violence
S2.7 9G The Challenge of Inclusion: Dilemmas of Intergroup Relations in a Pluralistic Society
S2.8 10D Cultural and Critical Perspectives
S2.9 11E (I) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)

SATURDAY, JULY 10, 12:30 pm-1:30 pm
S3.1 ISPP Business Meeting (open to all)

SATURDAY, JULY 10, 1:45 pm-3:15 pm
S4.1 Political Psychology Journal Roundtable (Opportunities to publish, and new editorial team's vision for the journal)
S4.2 4H Majorities and Minorities in Multi-faith Communities
S4.3 5L Morality and Values
S4.4 6J Group Threat and Hierarchy-Enhancing Ideologies in a “Post-Racial” America: Implications of Neo-Liberal Denial of Racism
S4.5 7D Elite Decision Making: Global Perspectives
S4.6 8K Looking Back to Look Forward: Social Psychological Dynamics in the Aftermath of Intergroup Violence
S4.7 9Y Cognitive and Social Aspects of Punishment
S4.8 11A The Moral and the Political
S4.9 11E (II) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)

SATURDAY, JULY 10, 3:30 pm-5:00 pm
S5.1 5J Ideology
S5.2 6K Power Dynamics: Implications of Power Basis Theory for Gender Equality, Stereotypes, Health and Political Culture
S5.3 7L The Political Psychology of Legislative Issues
S5.4 7E Topics to Avoid at the Dinner Table: The Interconnections of Morality, Religion, and Politics
S5.5 8J Collective Violence and Internal Dissent
S5.6 9O Social Determinants of Political Beliefs
S5.7 9M Group Differences and Polarisation within the National Community
S5.8 1IC Political Psychology and Psychohistory
S5.9 11E (III) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)
ISPP Sessions By Section

Special Events, Meetings, and Keynote Addresses
Wed. 12:30  Presidential Address, Sam McFarland, WKU: “The Slow Creation of Humanity”
Wed. 5:30 Jr. Scholars Social Hour (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)
Wed. 7:00 Opening Reception and Welcoming Comments (Fee and reservation required)
Thu. 7:45 Editorial Board Breakfast Meeting
Thu. 12:30  Keynote Address: 2010 Sanford Award Winner Peter Loewenberg, UCLA: “Face’ in Chinese-American Diplomatic Relations”
Thu. 6:30 Chess Challenge: Christopher Cohrs, internationally ranked chess player, takes on ISPP members
Fri. 12:30 Keynote Address: 2009 Lasswell Award Winner Steven Brown, Kent State University: “The Lost Scent of Subjectivity”
Fri. 3:30 Career Development Roundtable: Braving the Job Application Process (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)
Fri. 5:30 Jr. Scholars Mentoring Hour (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee: pre-registration required)
Fri. 7:00 Awards Reception and Presentation (Fee and reservation required)
Sat. 9:00 Publishing Roundtable: Helping Junior Scholars Tackle the Publish or Perish Mantra (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)
Sat. 12:30 ISPP Business Meeting (open to all)
Sat. 1:45 Political Psychology Journal Roundtable (Opportunities to publish, and new editorial team's vision for the journal)

Globalization and international relations
Thu. 1:45 Globalization and International Relations Poster Session (1)
Fri. 3:30 Perception, Preferences, and Policy (1B)

Migration and acculturation
Wed. 9:00 National Identity, Threats, and Contact as Predictors of Out-group Attitudes (2C)
Wed. 10:45 Changing Circumstances and Changing Intergroup Attitudes (2D)
Wed. 1:45 Minority Identity Expression and the Management of Cultural Diversity (2A)
Wed. 3:30 Psychological Adaptation and Resettlement of Refugees (2B)

Regional studies
Thu. 9:00 Regional Reflections on Political Psychology (3C)
Thu. 10:45 Perspectives on State and Citizen (3B)
Thu. 1:45 Regional Studies Poster Session (3)
Thu. 3:30 Identities in the Context of Social Conflict and Change (3A)

Political culture, identity and language
Wed. 9:00 Political Narrative, Rhetoric and Metaphor (4C)
Wed. 9:00 Political Impacts of Social Identities (4Q)
Wed. 10:45 Narrative, Historiography and Political Action. (4F)
Wed. 10:45 The Possibilities of Pluralism: The Meaning of “American” Identity in Multi-Ethnic Contexts (4T)
Wed. 1:45 National Identities in a Changing World (4I)
Wed. 1:45 History, Narratives and the Construction of Identity; Making Sense of the Past and the Future to Story the Present (4M)
Wed. 3:30 Altruism: Its Diverse Manifestations, Causes and Cultural and National Influences (Workshop) (4K)
Wed. 3:30 Remembering for a Purpose: Negotiating Troubled Identity Positions Through Memory (4R)
Thu. 9:00 Political Trust (4A)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 10:45</td>
<td>Processes Influencing Democratic Ownership and Participation (PIDOP Roundtable) (4U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 1:45</td>
<td>Political Culture, Identity and Language Poster Session (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 3:30</td>
<td>Identity, Trauma and the Unconscious (4E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 9:00</td>
<td>History, National Identity and Political Orientations (4B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 10:45</td>
<td>Political Cultures (4J)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 10:45</td>
<td>Narrative, Trauma, Reconciliation, and Healing Roundtable (organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars) (4N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 1:45</td>
<td>From Identity Positions to Social Identifications as Mediators in Political Engagement (4L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 1:45</td>
<td>Narratives and Social Movements Roundtable (organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars) (4O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 3:30</td>
<td>Narratives and Identity Roundtable (organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars) (4P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 3:30</td>
<td>The Group as a Psychological and Political Resource (4S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 9:00</td>
<td>Promoting, Negotiating and Resisting Political Identities (4D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 10:45</td>
<td>Civil Society, Citizenship and Democratic Participation (4G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 1:45</td>
<td>Majorities and Minorities in Multi-faith Communities (4H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 9:00</td>
<td>Public Opinion and the Economy (5E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 10:45</td>
<td>Cognitive and Motivational Underpinnings of Political Conservatism and Endorsement of Authority (5B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 10:45</td>
<td>Foreign Policy Attitudes and Threat (5H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 10:45</td>
<td>Political Communication: Perspectives on the Future of the Field Roundtable (5O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 1:45</td>
<td>Deliberation (5D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 1:45</td>
<td>Political Costs of Changing Course: Experimental Research of Public Reactions to Leaders' Inconsistency (5K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 3:30</td>
<td>Political Discussion (5P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 9:00</td>
<td>Candidate Rhetoric (5A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 9:00</td>
<td>Public Opinion Potpourri (5V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 10:45</td>
<td>The Conditional Effects of Persuasion (5C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 10:45</td>
<td>Political Socialization (5U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 1:45</td>
<td>Electoral Behaviour, Political Communication, and Public Opinion Poster Session (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 3:30</td>
<td>Framing (5I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 3:30</td>
<td>Political Learning (5S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 9:00</td>
<td>Gender (5G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 9:00</td>
<td>Public Opinion and Race (5W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 10:45</td>
<td>Voting (5F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 10:45</td>
<td>Political Elites (5Q)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 1:45</td>
<td>Political Identification (5R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 3:30</td>
<td>Political Participation (5T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 9:00</td>
<td>Party Strategies (5N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 10:45</td>
<td>Media Influence (5M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 1:45</td>
<td>Morality and Values (5L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 3:30</td>
<td>Ideology (5J)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Social inequality and social change**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 1:45</td>
<td>Framing Inequality (6D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed. 3:30</td>
<td>Maintaining Inequality: Factors in System Justification (6A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 1:45</td>
<td>Social Inequality and Social Change Poster Session (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. 3:30</td>
<td>The Structure of Inequality (6E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 10:45</td>
<td>Emerging Perspectives on the Experience of Inequality (6G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 1:45</td>
<td>Responses to Inequality: Factors in Collective Action (6B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri. 3:30</td>
<td>Attitudes Towards Inequality (6C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 9:00</td>
<td>Inequality and Democratic Citizenship (6F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. 10:45</td>
<td>Can Psychology Help ‘Us’ Save the World: Understanding Leadership, Influence and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mass Behaviour Around Major Social Issues Roundtable (6H)
Sat. 10:45  Global Feminisms: Comparative Study of Activists in Research and Teaching (6I)
Sat. 1:45  Group Threat and Hierarchy-Enhancing Ideologies in a “Post-Racial” America: Implications of Neo-Liberal Denial of Racism (6J)
Sat. 3:30  Power Dynamics: Implications of Power Basis Theory for Gender Equality, Stereotypes, Health and Political Culture (6K)

Political decision making
Wed. 9:00  Beyond Conservatism: Conceptions and Psychological Underpinnings of Ideology (7B)
Wed. 3:30  Political Socialization and the Origins of Ideology (7J)
Thu. 10:45  Personality and Leadership (7G)
Thu. 1:45  Political Decision Making Poster Session (7)
Thu. 3:30  The Psychological Construction of Ideology (7M)
Fri. 9:00  New Perspectives on the Political Psychology of Fear and Threat (7F)
Fri. 10:45  Conflict, Cooperation, and the Formation of Political Preferences (7C)
Fri. 1:45  Affect and Political Judgment (7A)
Fri. 3:30  The Light and the Dark: Hope and Anxiety as Political Emotions (7K)
Sat. 9:00  Political Participation (7I)
Sat. 10:45  Political Cognition, Motivation, and Information (7H)
Sat. 1:45  Elite Decision Making: Global Perspectives (7D)
Sat. 3:30  Topics to Avoid at the Dinner Table: The Interconnections of Morality, Religion, and Politics (7E)
Sat. 3:30  The Political Psychology of Legislative Issues (7L)

Crisis and conflict
Wed. 9:00  Organizational Strategies and Public Reactions to Terrorism (8I)
Wed. 10:45  Radicalization and Terror (8A)
Wed. 1:45  The Hard Science of Healing History (Roundtable) (8L)
Wed. 3:30  Mass Communication on Conflicts (8H)
Thu. 9:00  Elite Strategies and Structural Pressures in International Conflicts (8C)
Thu. 9:00  Emotions in Conflicts (8D)
Thu. 10:45  Transnational Approaches to Conflict Resolution and Crisis Management (8G)
Fri. 9:00  Leadership Style and Decision-Making (8E)
Fri. 10:45  What is Political Radicalization? (Roundtable) (8M)
Sat. 9:00  Transmission of Beliefs about Conflicts (8B)
Sat. 10:45  Threat, Morality, and Ideology in Groups exposed to Political Violence (8F)
Sat. 1:45  Looking Back to Look Forward: Social Psychological Dynamics in the Aftermath of Intergroup Violence (8K)
Sat. 3:30  Collective Violence and Internal Dissent (8J)

Intergroup and intragroup relations
Wed. 9:00  Explaining Attitudes Towards Immigrants (9J)
Wed. 10:45  Stereotype Threat and Stigmatization (9N)
Wed. 1:45  The Role of Threat and Fear for Right-Wing Authoritarianism: Differentiated Views (9H)
Wed. 1:45  The Socio-historical Context of Intergroup Relations (9V)
Wed. 3:30  Conceptual Approaches to Authoritarianism (9I)
Wed. 3:30  National Identity and Intratnational Dynamics (9W)
Thu. 9:00  Collective Participation and the Making of Social Identities (9B)
Thu. 9:00  New Developments in Psychological Research on Anti-Semitism (9E-I)
Thu. 10:45  New Developments in Psychological Research on Anti-Semitism (9E-II)
Thu. 10:45  Identity, Action, and Conflict in Northern Ireland (9T)
Thu. 1:45  Intergroup and Intragroup Relations Poster Session (9)
Thu. 3:30  Researching Authoritarianism: Assessment and Relations to Attitudes and Behavior (9F)
Thu. 3:30  Ideologies and Intergroup Attitudes (9P)
Fri. 9:00  Diversity and Dominance: Contextual, Cultural, and Gendered Differences in Social Dominance Orientation (9C)
Fri. 9:00  Conflict, Contact and Coexistence (9L)
Fri. 9:00  Ethnocentrism and Infrahumanisation (9S)
Fri. 10:45  Intergroup Attitudes and Political Decision Making (9K)
Fri. 1:45  Prejudice, Tolerance and Cooperation in Intragroup Dynamics (9U)
Fri. 3:30  Categorisation and Stereotyping: Cognitive and Social Functions (9R)
Sat. 9:00  How National Majorities and Minorities Relate to Cultural Diversity Across Regions and Over Time (9D)
Sat. 9:00  Developments in the Measurement of Intergroup Attitudes (9X)
Sat. 10:45  The Challenge of Inclusion: Dilemmas of Intergroup Relations in a Pluralistic Society (9G)
Sat. 1:45  Cognitive and Social Aspects of Punishment (9Y)
Sat. 3:30  Group Differences and Polarisation within the National Community (9M)
Sat. 3:30  Social Determinants of Political Beliefs (9O)

New perspectives, new developments
Wed. 9:00  Political Behaviour, Biology and Genetics (10G)
Wed. 10:45  Political Psychology, Political Science and Human Rights (10H)
Thu. 9:00  Personality and Political Psychology 1: Motives, Cognitive Styles, and Authoritarianism (10E)
Thu. 10:45  Personality and Political Psychology II: Studying Social Action and Political Beliefs Using Diverse Methodologies (10F)
Fri. 9:00  Fundamentals of Q Methodology (Workshop) (10B)
Fri. 10:45  Reintroducing Q Methodology (10J)
Fri. 1:45  Intergroup Dynamics, Identity, and Discrimination (10C)
Fri. 3:30  Coming of Age: Youth and Civic Engagement (10A)
Sat. 9:00  Scale Development, Scale Validation and New Methodologies (10I)
Sat. 10:45  Cultural and Critical Perspectives (10D)

Other
Fri. 1:45  11B Personality and Political Leadership
Sat. 10:45  11E(I) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)
Sat. 1:45  11A The Moral and the Political
Sat. 1:45  11E(II) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)
Sat. 3:30  11C Political Psychology and Psychohistory
Sat. 3:30  11E(III) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)
Conference Details

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 9:00 am-10:30 am

W1.1 2C National Identity, Threats, and Contact as Predictors of Out-group Attitudes
Room: Willard 2
Section: Migration and acculturation

Contact and national identification as predictors of out-group attitudes in conflict and non-conflict groups.
*Veronique Eicher, University of Fribourg Switzerland, Department of Psychology

Pedagogy and Attitudes Toward Immigrants Among Adolescents: A Comparative Analysis Including the US and Germany.
*Julia Van Alst, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Explaining Public Opposition to Immigration: Cultural vs. Economic Threat.
*Cecilia Hyunjung Mo, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University
Neil Malhotra, Stanford University
Yotam Margalit, Columbia University

“We asked for workers but human beings came” — Prejudice and Discrimination towards Muslims in Switzerland.
*Nadja Contzen, University of Zurich, Department of Psychology
Klaus Jonas, University of Zurich, Department of Psychology

Chair: Veronique Eicher, University of Fribourg Switzerland, Department of Psychology

W1.2 4C Political Narrative, Rhetoric and Metaphor
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language

From ‘Axis of Evil’ to a ‘New Beginning’: Comparing the Discourses of Bush and Obama.
*Matt Bonham, Maxwell School of Syracuse University

It didn't happen until they said so: “Indexing” power in foreign reporting.
*Natalia Kovalyova, University of Texas at Austin

Is the audience or the topic more important? Strategic language use of political militants.
*Michela Menegatti, University of Bologna
Monica Rubini, University of Bologna

Narrative styles of political speeches: Regulatory fit with voters’ preferences.
*Marek Drogosz, Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Humanities

Chair: Marek Drogosz, Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Humanities

W1.3 4Q Political Impacts of Social Identities
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Partisanship as Political Belief or Social Identity?
*Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University
Lilliana Mason, Stony Brook University
Lene Aaroe, Department of Political Science, University of Aarhus

*Martijn van Zomeren, University of Groningen
Tom Postmes, University of Groningen
Russell Spears, Cardiff University
When does social identity predict support for suicide bombings? Evidence from Israel.

*Janice R. Adelman, Claremont Graduate University
Michael A Hogg, Claremont Graduate University
Shana Levin, Claremont McKenna College

Priming Political Identity: Single Women and the 2008 Democratic Primary.

*Melinda Jackson, San Jose State University

Chair: Melinda Jackson, San Jose State University
Discussant: Martin Rosema, University of Twente

W1.4 SE Public Opinion and the Economy
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Complexities in the Relationship of Economic Preferences to Psychological Needs.

*Christopher David Johnston, SUNY-Stony Brook

Election Campaigns and 'Enlightened' Voting in Good and Bad Times.

*Jeffrey Karp, University of Exeter
Thomas M. Holbrook, UW-Milwaukee


*Elizabeth Suhay, Lafayette College


*David Perkins, SUNY -- Stony Brook

Chair: Robert Johns, University of Strathclyde
Discussant: Robert Johns, University of Strathclyde

W1.5 7B Beyond Conservatism: Conceptions and Psychological Underpinnings of Ideology
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making

Equality and Moral Traditionalism as Mediators of the Relationship between Epistemic Motivation and Ideological Affinity.

*Christopher Federico, Department of Psychology, University of Minnesota
Damla Ergun, University of Minnesota
Corrie Valentine Hunt, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Kyle Kurowski, University of Minnesota

Specificity in the Psychological Underpinnings of Political Orientation.

*Becky Choma, Wilfrid Laurier University
Carolyn Hafer, Brock University
Jane Dywan, Brock University
Sid Segalowitz, Brock University
Michael Busseri, Brock University

A normative view on individual differences of political lay reasoning: The model of lay conceptions of social order.

*Christian Staerklé, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Régis Scheidegger, University of Lausanne

Beyond Left and Right: Ideology as Reflecting Fundamental Dimensions of Ideal Societal Arrangement.

*Christopher Cohrs, Queen's University Belfast
Claudia Herold, Friedrich Schiller University Jena

Chairs: Christopher Cohrs, Queen's University Belfast
Christian Staerklé, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Discussant: Stanley Feldman, Department of Political Science, Stony Brook University (USA)

W1.6 8I Organizational Strategies and Public Reactions to Terrorism
Room: Stanford
Section: Crisis and conflict

*Peter Vining, International Center for the Study of Terrorism, Penn State University
*John Horgan, Penn State University

How Do Terrorist Organizations Innovate?
*Marius Nintas, University of Nevada Reno

Suddenly Imposed Grievances and the Resort to Suicide Bombing.
Paul Gill, International Center for the Study of Terrorism, Pennsylvania State University

Developing a Multidisciplinary Ontology: A Case Illustration from ICST's Research on Competitive Adaptation in Terrorist Networks.
*Kurt Howard Braddock, International Center for the Study of Terrorism, Penn State University
John Horgan, Penn State University

Chair: Peter Vining, International Center for the Study of Terrorism, Penn State University

Discussant: Leonard Weinberg, University of Nevada

W1.7 9J Explaining Attitudes Towards Immigrants
Room: Six Continents
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

More pride, more prejudice? National pride and attitudes toward immigrants across national sub-groups.
*Oriane Sarrasin, University of Lausanne
Eva G. T. Green, University of Lausanne
Nicole Fasel, University of Lausanne

*Nicole Fasel, University of Lausanne
Eva G. T. Green, University of Lausanne
Oriane Sarrasin, University of Lausanne

Prejudice as a Predictor for Immigration Attitudes.
*Marie Courtemanche, Stony Brook University

Contemporary immigration politics in Western Europe reconsidered: The impact of the norm of racial equality.
*Scott Blinder, University of Oxford
Robert Ford, University of Manchester
Elisabeth Ivarsflaten, Department of Comparative Politics, University of Bergen

Chair: Marie Courtemanche, Stony Brook University

W1.8 10G Political Behaviour, Biology and Genetics
Room: Harvard
Section: New perspectives, new developments

Universality and Uniqueness in the Study of Human Behavior.
*Anthony C Lopez, Brown University

COMT, Extraversion, and Partisan Attachment.
*Chris Dawes, University of California, San Diego

Genetic and Environmental Transmission of Political Involvement from Attitude Intensity to Political Participation.
*Cary Funk, Virginia Commonwealth University
Kevin Smith, University of Nebraska  
John Richard Alford, Rice University  
John Hibbing, University of Nebraska

The Neural Basis of Egalitarian Behaviors.
*Darren Schreiber, University of California, San Diego

Chair: Chris Dawes, University of California, San Diego
Discussant: So Young Kim, Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology (KAIST)

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 10:45 am-12:15 pm

W2.1 2D Changing Circumstances and Changing Intergroup Attitudes
Room: Willard 2
Section: Migration and acculturation

Agents of Attitude Change: Information and Predispositions in Immigration Opinion in the U.S.
*Christopher Muste, University of Montana

*Guillaume Roux, Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, IEP de Grenoble / UMR Pacte (France)

Demographic Change, Acculturation Threat, and Opposition to Immigration.
*Benjamin Jordan Newman, Stony Brook University

SDO Abroad: The Bidirectional Relationship between Social Hierarchy Orientation and the Study Abroad Experience.
David Livert, Penn State University, Lehigh Valley
Daniela Martin, Penn State University, Brandywine

Chair: Christopher Muste, University of Montana

W2.2 4F Narrative, Historiography and Political Action.
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language

The Role of National Narratives in Reconciliation: The Case of Mohammad al Dura.
*Yehudit Auerbach, Bar Ilan University
*Hila Lowenstein, Bar Ilan University

Identity narratives and the war and no war dialogue in today's group relations and conflicts.
*Lina H Kreidie, University of California, Irvine

Generative historical consciousness in the speeches of Malcolm X.
*Ryan Leclerc, University of Michigan

Chair: Lisa Rubens, UC Berkeley

W2.3 4T The Possibilities of Pluralism: The Meaning of “American” Identity in Multi-Ethnic Contexts
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Engendering unity amidst diversity: Patriotism and the role of group discrimination.
*Ludwin Molina, University of Kansas

Vulnerability to Identity Denial: Immigration Status and the Desire to be Accepted as American.
*Jennifer Wang, University of Washington
Sapna Cheryan, University of Washington

What it Means to be American: (National vs. Ethnic) Identification and Social Belonging.
Randi Leigh Garcia, University of Connecticut
Colin W. Leach, University of Connecticut


*Jessica Kang, University of Connecticut

W2.4 5H Foreign Policy Attitudes and Threat

Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Emotional Determinants of Support for the Canadian Mission in Afghanistan.

*Joseph F Fletcher, University of Toronto
Jennifer Hove, University of Toronto

Evaluating Political Leaders in Times of Economic Decline and Terrorist Threat.

Jennifer L Merolla, Claremont Graduate University
*Elizabeth J Zechmeister, Vanderbilt University

Fighting for You: Violent Political Rhetoric & Candidate Evaluation.

*Nathan Kalmoe, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Ideology and Foreign Approval of the United States.

*Wendy Gross, Stanford University

Chair: Wendy Gross, Stanford University

W2.5 5O Political Communication: Perspectives on the Future of the Field (Roundtable)

Room: Peacock
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Presenters: *Doris Graber, University of Illinois at Chicago
*Ann Crigler, University of Southern California

W2.6 5B Cognitive and Motivational Underpinnings of Political Conservatism and Endorsement of Authority

Room: Willard 1
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Automatic Preference for Political Conservatism.

*Scott Eidelman, University of Arkansas
Christian C. Crandall, University of Kansas
Jeffrey Goodman, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

Clinging to Stability: Motivated Defense of Political Leaders.

*Jillian Banfield, University of Waterloo
Aaron Kay, University of Waterloo

The Role of System Justification in Explaining Conservative Shifts Following System Threat.

*Joanneke van der Toorn, New York University
Avital Mentovich, New York University
John Jost, New York University

Rally Effects, Threat, and Attitude Change: An Integrative Approach to Understanding the Role of Emotion.

*Alan Lambert, Washington University

Chair: Joanneke van der Toorn, New York University

W2.7 8A Radicalization and Terror

Room: Stanford
Section: Crisis and conflict
Belief Systems and Action Inferences as a Source of Violence in the Name of Islam.
*Stephanie Dornschneider, Graduate Institute of International Studies (Geneva, Switzerland)

Fear and loathing at the airport: Treating Muslims as danger.
*Leda Blackwood, St Andrews University
Nick Hopkins, University of Dundee
Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews

The Changing Origins of Islamist Terrorists in the Western World.
*Leonard Weinberg, University of Nevada

Perceptions of legitimacy of political violence against the West among Saudi Students.
*Nasser Albaz, School of Psychology, Queen's University Belfast
Evanthia Lyons, Queen's University Belfast

Chair: Leda Blackwood, St Andrews University
Discussant: Paul Gill, International Center for the Study of Terrorism, Pennsylvania State University

W2.8 9N Stereotype Threat and Stigmatization
Room: Six Continents
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Applying social identity theory to stereotype threat and lift.
*Michael Quayle, University of kwaZulu-Natal

Place and prejudice: Implicit and explicit evidence.
*Niamh McNamara, University of Limerick
Clifford Stevenson, University of Limerick
Orla Muldoon, University of Limerick

*Thomas Craemer, University of Connecticut, Department of Public Policy
Byron D'Andra Orey, Department of Political Science at Jackson State University
Hyung Lae Park, Department of Political Science at Jackson State University

Psychological Implications of Political Success & Political Scandal among African Americans.
*Monique Lyle, University of Michigan

Chair: Michael Quayle, University of kwaZulu-Natal

W2.9 10H Political Psychology, Political Science and Human Rights
Room: Harvard
Section: New perspectives, new developments

Human Rights and the Right to Peace: Creation of a New Paradigm.
*Lisa A. Berkley, Self-Employed

*Robert Nathaniel Kraft, Otterbein College

*Katarzyna Growiec, Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Humanities

*Janna Merrick, University of South Florida

Chair: Paul Henry Stenner, University of Brighton
Discussant: Elif Erisen, Cal Poly State University

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 12:30 pm-1:30 pm
W3.1 ISPP Presidential Address, Sam McFarland, WKU: “The Slow Creation of Humanity”  
Room: Peacock

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1:45 pm-3:15 pm

W4.1 2A Minority Identity Expression and the Management of Cultural Diversity  
Room: Harvard
Section: Migration and acculturation
Everybody’s Irish? Multiculturalism on St Patrick’s Day.  
*Samuel Pehrson, Queen’s University Belfast  
Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews  
Clifford Stevenson, University of Limerick  
Orla Muldoon, University of Limerick

Ignorant majorities, malicious authorities: Muslim Americans’ strategic accounts of discrimination.  
*Shaun Wiley, The College of New Jersey  
Nida Bikmen, Denison University  
Selcuk R Sirin, New York University

Promoting Intergroup Harmony - What Works, and for Whom?  
*Ananthi Al Ramiah, University of Oxford  
Miles Hewstone, University of Oxford  
Katharina Schmid, University of Oxford

Chair: Shaun Wiley, The College of New Jersey

W4.2 4M History, Narratives and the Construction of Identity; Making Sense of the Past and the Future to Story the Present  
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language
Historical representations and conflicts about first origins and national identities.  
*Mario M. Carretero, Autonoma University, Madrid, Spain  
Miriam Kriger, FLACSO (Argentina)  
Cesar Lopez, Autonoma University

Is the “nation” an historical concept in students' minds?  
*Mario M. Carretero, Autonoma University, Madrid, Spain  
Maria Fernanda Gonzalez, National University of Distance Education, Madrid

Learning the Past, Interpreting the Present: Israel's Collective Narrative and Adolescents' Understanding of the Conflict.  
*Shai Fuxman, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Once and future narratives.  
*Helen Haste, Harvard Graduate School of Education  
Amy Hogan, University of Bath

Chair: Mario M. Carretero, Autonoma University, Madrid, Spain

W4.3 4I National Identities in a Changing World  
Room: Peacock
Section: Political culture, identity and language
Assessment of Nationalism: Cross-cultural Comparison of National Identities.  
*Martina Kliperova-Baker, Institute of Psychology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic  
George Nijhiradze, Psychology of Culture Laboratory, D.Uznadze Institute of Psychology, Georgian Academy of Sciences  
Larisa Titarenko, Belarusian State University  
Ivo K. Feierabend, San Diego State University
Contributions of values, European identity and ethnic nationalism to xenophobia: A cross-cultural analysis.
*Hector M. Grad, Dept. of Social Anthropology, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Alberto Sanz, Dept. of Political Science, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Relationships of national and regional identification with language use attitudes in Hong Kong.
*Robert T Schatz, Metropolitan State College of Denver
*Nancy Sullivan, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi

The Correlation Between the Attitudes Toward Globalization and National Identity.
*Khalaf Nassar Mohhaisen, United Arab Emirates University

Chair: Robert T Schatz, Metropolitan State College of Denver

W4.4 5D Deliberation
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Deliberation, Gender and Speaking Behavior.
*Tali Mendelberg, Princeton University
Chris Karpowitz, Brigham Young University

Political Psychology and Deliberation.
*Michael E Morrell, University of Connecticut

Measuring Deliberation.
*Shawn Rosenberg, University of California at Irvine

Chair: Michael E Morrell, University of Connecticut

W4.5 5K Political Costs of Changing Course: Experimental Research of Public Reactions to Leaders’ Inconsistency
Room: Willard 1
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Candidate Repositioning.
*Michael Tomz, Stanford University
Robert P Van Houweling, University of California Berkeley

Active Spectators in the Theater of Terror: Assessing Domestic Audience Costs in Terrorist Crises in an Experimental Analysis.
*Catarina P Thomson, Texas A&M University

Backing Out Vs. Being Inconsistent: Why does the Public Punish Leaders?
*Nehemia Geva, Texas A&M University
*Catarina P Thomson, Texas A&M University

Chair: Nehemia Geva, Texas A&M University

W4.6 6D Framing Inequality
Room: Willard 2
Section: Social inequality and social change

Accepting Human Rights Violation under a Democratic or Authoritarian System.
*Davide Morselli, University of Lausanne
Stefano Passini, University of Bologna - ITALY

*Erik Jon Limtiaco Taitano, University of Guam
Iain Twaddle, University of Guam

Is there racism in Turkey? Some social psychological reflections.
*Ayse Kayaoglu, Anadolu University
The role of intergroup status in tendencies to play up or play down intergroup ‘conflict’.

*Andrew Livingstone, Cardiff University  
Lindsay J Gilbert, Cardiff University  
Joseph Sweetman, Cardiff University  
Alexander Haslam, University of Exeter

Chair: Davide Morselli, University of Lausanne

W4.7 8L The Hard Science of Healing History (Roundtable)  
Room: George D. Smith  
Section: Crisis and conflict

Presenters: *Joseph Montville, director of the Abrahamic Family Reunion Project  
*Donald Shriver, president emeritus of Union Theological Seminary

W4.8 8V The Socio-historical Context of Intergroup Relations  
Room: Six Continents  
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Awareness of own group crime, cultural affinity with the outgroup, and Polish-Jewish relations.  
*Mirek Kofta, Warsaw University, Psychology Faculty  
Patricia Natally Slawuta, New School for Social Research, New York City

Subjective construals of ingroup suffering shape caring and defensive motives.  
*Baljinder Sahdra, University of California, Davis  
Alison Ledgerwood, University of California, Davis

Support for Muslims’ freedom: the effect of attitudes, values and ‘9/11’.  
*Jolanda van der Noll, Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences

Latinos, Issues, and Foundations of Partisanship.  
*Angel Saavedra Cisneros, Stony Brook University

Chair: Baljinder Sahdra, University of California, Davis

Discussant: Samer Halabi, The Academic College of Tel-Aviv-Yaffo

W4.9 9H The Role of Threat and Fear for Right-Wing Authoritarianism: Differentiated Views  
Room: Stanford  
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Seeing Negative: Authoritarianism and Automatic Vigilance for Negative Stimuli.  
*Stanley Feldman, Department of Political Science, Stony Brook University (USA)  
Howard Lavine, SUNY -- Stony Brook  
Milton Lodge, Stony Brook University  
Brad Verhulst, Stony Brook University

Snakes, terrorists, and people of other races: What are authoritarians afraid of?  
*J. Corey Butler, Southwest Minnesota State University

Threat and anxiety: Psychological bases of right-wing attitudes?  
*Emma Onraet, Ghent University  
Alain Van Hiel, Ghent University

Psychological antecedents of intergroup conflict: Impact of submissive vs. dominant orientation and emotions on outgroup attitudes.  
*Malgorzata Kossowska, Jagiellonian University  
Marcin Bukowski, Jagiellonian University

Chair: Friedrich Funke, Friedrich Schiller University of Jena

Discussant: Christopher Cohrs, Queen's University Belfast
WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 3:30 pm-5:00 pm

W5.1 2B Psychological Adaptation and Resettlement of Refugees
Room: Harvard
Section: Migration and acculturation

A critical analysis of the US refugee resettlement process and its impact on refugee wellbeing.
*Sonali Gupta, World Relief-Chicago

Psychological rehabilitation of migrants and refugees.
*Bakhtiyar H. Aliyev, Professor
Kamila Ramiz Aliyeva, professor

REFUGEES: The Prisoners of Circumstances.
*Sudhir Chander Hindwan, Govt. College, Panjab University, Chandigarh, India

The changes taking place in the process of migration.
Kamila Ramiz Aliyeva
*Irana M Mamedli

Chair: Sonali Gupta, World Relief-Chicago

W5.2 4R Remembering for a Purpose: Negotiating Troubled Identity Positions Through Memory
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Reconstructing the past: personal memory, public testimony and official history of concentration camps in the former Yugoslavia.
*Jovan Byford, Open University, UK

Reconciliation, History and Memory in the Tismaneanu Report Condemning Communism in Romania.
*Cristian Tileagă, Loughborough University

*Cristina Marinho, Loughborough University
Michael Billig, Loughborough University

Chair: Helen Haste, Harvard Graduate School of Education

W5.3 4K Altruism: Its Diverse Manifestations, Causes and Cultural and National Influences
Room: Peacock
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Altruism: Constructing a study of its conceptualization, origins and cultural/national differences.
*Kristen Renwick Monroe, University of California, Irvine

Discussants: Catarina Kinnvall, Lund University
Paul Nesbitt-Larking, Huron University College

W5.4 5P Political Discussion
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

A deliberative approach to the first time voting decision.
*Lucia Botindari, University of St Andrews
Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews

*Robert C. Luskin, University of Texas at Austin
Gaurav Sood, Stanford
James S. Fishkin, Stanford University

The Effects of Conflict on Attitude Stability and Extremity.
*Carl L Palmer, University of California, Davis

*Yanna Krupnikov, Indiana University
Adam Seth Levine, University of Michigan

Chair: Gherasim-Ardelean Simina, Babes-Bolyai University

Discussant: Gherasim-Ardelean Simina, Babes-Bolyai University

W5.5 6A Maintaining Inequality: Factors in System Justification
Room: Willard 2
Section: Social inequality and social change

Accounting for injustice and exclusion: Stereotyping-in-interaction.
*Kevin Durrheim, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Bearing the brunt? System justification, uncertainty and protest against the Wall Street bailout.
*Vagelis Chaikalis-Petritsis, University of Kent at Canterbury, UK
John Jost, New York University
Dominic Abrams, University of Kent at Canterbury
Christopher Bratt, University of Kent

Different but equal? Legitimization of gender (in)equality.
*Katarzyna Jasko, Jagiellonian University of Cracow, Institute of Psychology

Social identity, system (il)legitimacy and social change.
*Katherine Jane Reynolds, Australian National University

Chair: Vagelis Chaikalis-Petritsis, University of Kent at Canterbury, UK

W5.6 7J Political Socialization and the Origins of Ideology
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making

The Effect of Having and Raising Children on Adults' Political Conservatism.
*Michael Thomas Hartney, University of Notre Dame
Darren Davis, University of Notre Dame

The Impact of Aging on Political Ideology.
*Elizabeth Shockley, University of Chicago
Jon A. Krosnick, Stanford University
Penny S. Visser, University of Chicago

The Hybrid Politics of Third Wave Feminism: Feminist Free-Marketeers.
*Jacquetta A Newman, Dept. of Political Science, King’s University College, UWO

Recommending Military Force in International Crises: The Role of Affect Displacement and Hostile Attribution Bias.
*Michael A. Milburn, University of Massachusetts/Boston
Miho Niwa, Sakae Institute

Chair: Peter K Hatemi, University of Iowa

Discussant: Peter K Hatemi, University of Iowa

W5.7 8H Mass Communication on Conflicts
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Crisis and conflict

Taming Power: Development of a Psychological Measure from Leaders’ Speeches.
*David Winter, University of Michigan
The Summer War: Applying Quantitative Content Analysis to the 2008 Russo-Georgian Conflict.
*Sverre Frisch, REST Lab, University of British Columbia

Assessing the Symbolic Power of Terrorism in a Mediated World.
*Lieuwe Kalkhoven, University of Antwerp
*Christl De Landtsheer, University of Antwerp

The War Next Door: Peace Journalism in U.S. Local and National Newspapers’ Coverage of Mexico.
*Katherine Lacasse, Clark University
*Larissa Forster, University of Zurich

Chair: David Winter, University of Michigan

Discussant: Natalia Kovalyova, University of Texas at Austin

W5.8 9W National Identity and Intrnational Dynamics
Room: Six Continents
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Reconciling Ethnic Identity and National Attachment.
*Tony E. Carey Jr., University of North Texas
Jacob Sohler, Stony Brook University

Religion and the Dynamics of National Group Membership.
*Carly Jacobs, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
*Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Using Values to Break the Link between National Identification and Islamophobia.
*G. Tendayi Viki, University of Kent
Anat Bardi, Royal Holloway University of London

The Role of National Identity among the Youth in Northern Ireland.
*Shelley McKeown, University of Ulster
Ed Cairns, University of Ulster
Janine Craig, University of Ulster
Maurice Stringer, University of Ulster

Chair: G. Tendayi Viki, University of Kent

Discussant: Todd K Hartman, Appalachian State University

W5.9 9I Conceptual Approaches to Authoritarianism
Room: Stanford
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Authoritarians’ Attitudes Toward Immigrants: The Interactive Roles of Social Norms, Personal Values, and Authoritarian Predispositions.
*Clifton Oyamot, San Jose State University
*Emily Fisher, University of Minnesota
Grace Deason, University of Minnesota
Eugene Borgida, University of Minnesota

Left-wing authoritarianism. Not a myth, but reality.
*Sabrina de Regt, University of Antwerp

RWA authoritarianism and group authoritarianism. Two concepts describing relations between an individual and a national group.
*Piotr Radkiewicz, Institute for Social Studies, Warsaw University

Authoritarian psychosocial relationships and their impact on right-wing-extremist attitudes in Germany.
*Katharina Rothe, University of Leipzig
Marliese Weissmann, University of Leipzig
Oliver Decker, University of Leipzig

Chair: Katharina Rothe, University of Leipzig

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 5:30 pm-6:30 pm
W6.1 Junior Scholars Social Hour (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)
Room: Paris Foyer

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 7:00 pm-8:30 pm
W7.1 Opening Reception and Welcoming Comments (Fee and reservation required)
Room: Paris Foyer

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 7:45 am-9:00 am
T1.1 Editorial Board Breakfast Meeting
Room: Florentine & Garden

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 9:00 am-10:30 am
T2.1 3C Regional Reflections on Political Psychology
Room: Harvard
Section: Regional studies
Historical trends in South African race attitudes.
*Kevin Durrheim, University of KwaZulu-Natal
Colin Tredoux, University of Cape Town

In search of feminism in psychology in Turkey.
*Hale Cihan Bolak Boratav, Istanbul Bilgi University

Constitution without Constitutionalism: The Dilemma of Governance in Nigeria's Presidential System.
*Omololu Fagbadebo, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria

How should those who succeed the spirits live? Linking past, present.
*Chris Perkins, Royal Holloway University of London

Chair: Michael Quayle, University of kwaZulu-Natal

T2.2 4A Political Trust
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language
Conceptualizing political trust: Evidence from Europe.
*Mirona Gheorghiu, Queen's University Belfast

Patterns of Trust and Distrust.
*Susanne Lundasen, Erst Sköndal University College

Different but not opposing: The interdependency between particular social trust, general social trust and political trust.
*Sonja Zmerli, Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main

Chair: Mirona Gheorghiu, Queen's University Belfast

T2.3 5A Candidate Rhetoric
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion
Appeals to contradictory emotions in populist communication.
*Mirjam Ryser, University of Bern

Does Complex or Simple Rhetoric Win Elections?: Evidence from Presidential Campaigns in the United States.
*Lucian Gideon Conway, The University of Montana  
Laura Janelle Gornick, University of Montana  
Political Speeches and their Effect on the Audience during the 2009 Election Campaign for the National Diet in Japan.  
*Ofer Feldman, Doshisha University  
What a feeling: mapping citizens’ emotional reactions to political leaders in Britain during the 2010 election.  
*Tereza Capelos, University of Surrey  
Chair: Elif Erisen, Cal Poly State University  
Discussant: Elif Erisen, Cal Poly State University  

**T2.4 5V Public Opinion Potpourri**  
**Room: Willard 1**  
**Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion**  
Framing Public Support for Childhood Obesity Policies: The Effects of Individualizing the Problem.  
Colleen L Barry, Yale University School of Public Health  
Victoria L Brescoll, Yale University School of Management  
*Sarah E. Gollust, University of Pennsylvania*  
The Effects of Mood Consistency on the Success of Political Advertisements.  
*Beth Miller, University of Missouri-Kansas City  
Joseph Catrett, University of Missouri-Kansas City*  
The Role of Politics in Attitudes toward the Mentally Ill.  
*Monique Lyle, University of Michigan*  
Fear and Learning in a Health Crisis: The H1N1 Virus and Information Seeking.  
*Shana Gadarian, University of California, Berkeley  
Bethany Albertson, University of Washington*  
Chair: Shana Gadarian, University of California, Berkeley  

**T2.5 8D Emotions in Conflicts**  
**Room: George D. Smith**  
**Section: Crisis and conflict**  
Dangerous Identities: The Impact of Fundamental Ethnic Identities on Conflict Intensity.  
*Mike Medeiros, Université de Montréal*  
Intergroup Anger in Intractable Conflict: Long-Term Sentiments Predict Anger Responses During the Gaza War.  
*Eran Halperin, Stanford University, USA and IDC, Israel  
James Gross, Department of Psychology Stanford University*  
Optimism as a predictor of the effects of laboratory induced stress on fears and hope.  
*Shaul Kimhi, Prof. Shaul Kimhi, Head of Department of Psychology, Tel Hai Academic College, Israel*  
*Elisabeth Meur, Namur University*  
Chair: Eran Halperin, Stanford University, USA and IDC, Israel  
Discussant: Gilad Hirschberger, IDC Herzliya  

**T2.6 8C Elite Strategies and Structural Pressures in International Conflicts**  
**Room: Willard 2**  
**Section: Crisis and conflict**  
Hegemony, Deprivation and Fear in Divided Societies: The Cases of Kosovo and Northern Ireland.  
*Herbert Preiss, Department of Political Science, Vienna School of Governance, University of Vienna*
Status Inconsistency and War.
*Jonathan Renshon, Harvard University

Timing, Mediation, Leadership Change and Conflict Resolution: An Exploratory Theoretical Analysis.
*Jacob Bercovitch, University of Canterbury

Understanding the Effects of Leadership on Diversionary Behavior: The Diversionary Behavior of King Hussein and Saddam Hussein During the Gulf War.
*Kilic B Kanat, Syracuse University

Chair: Jonathan Renshon, Harvard University

Discussant: Cathy Gormley, University of Ulster, UK

**T2.7 9E(I) New Developments in Psychological Research on Anti-Semitism**

Room: Six Continents

Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

The Germans will never forgive the Jews for Auschwitz - The psychology of secondary anti-Semitism.
*Roland Imhoff, University of Bonn

Victimhood-based identity as a source of anti-Semitism: survey results from Poland.
*Michaël Bilewicz, University of Warsaw

Modern Anti-Semitism: An Empirical Review.
*Florette Cohen, City University New York (USA)

Human rights orientations and modern anti-Semitism among German adolescents.
*Johannes M. Kopf, University of Bamberg

Chair: Wilhelm Kempf, University of Konstanz

Discussants: Steven K. Baum, journal for the study of antisemitism
Neal Rosenberg, Zachor Society, Inc

**T2.8 9B Collective Participation and the Making of Social Identities**

Room: Stanford

Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

“We ride as a group!” Critical Mass and the Psychology of Collective Empowerment.
*Michael T Schmitt, Simon Fraser University

Are crowds ‘identity in action’ when there is no intergroup conflict?
Aisling Therese O’Donnell, University of Exeter
*Orla Muldoon, University of Limerick
Dani Blaylock, Queen's University Belfast
Clifford Stevenson, University of Limerick
Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews
Dominic Bryan, Queen's University Belfast

*Clifford Stevenson, University of Limerick
Sammyh Khan, University of Dundee, Scotland
Kavita Pandey, University of Allahabad, India
Shail Shankar, University of Allahabad, India
Tushar Singh, University of Allahabad, India

The United Crowd: Shared Identification and the Experience of Collective Action.
*Fergus Gilmour Neville, University of St Andrews
Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews
Chair: Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews

Discussant: Bert Klandermans, Sociology, VU, University of Amsterdam

**T2.9 10E Personality and Political Psychology 1: Motives, Cognitive Styles, and Authoritarianism**

**Room: Peacock**

**Section: New perspectives, new developments**

Why Achievement Motivation Predicts Success in Business But Failure in Politics: The Importance of Personal Control.
*David Winter, University of Michigan*

*Peter Suedfeld, University of British Columbia*

The relationship between social-cultural attitudes and behavioral measures of cognitive style: A meta-analytic integration of studies.
*Emma Onraet, Ghent University
  Alain Van Hiel, Ghent University
  Sarah De Pauw, Ghent University*

Gender, Sexuality, and the Authoritarian Personality.
*Eileen Zurbriggen, University of California, Santa Cruz
  Bill E. Peterson, Smith College*

Chair: Bill E. Peterson, Smith College

Discussant: Sam McFarland, Western Kentucky University

**THURSDAY, JULY 8, 10:45 am-12:15 pm**

**T3.1 3B Perspectives on State and Citizen**

**Room: Harvard**

**Section: Regional studies**

Irrational behavior, paternalism and potato chips “going rational.”
*Romina Paola Bershadsky, University of Buenos Aires Argentina
  Narciso Benbenaste, Professor at University of Buenos Aires*

Has the Russian Federation Been Chechenized?
*Robert Bruce Ware, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville*

The identity discourses in Iran: An analytic framework on the base of Iran Constitution.
*Behzad Dowran, IRANDOC*

Peculiarities of Russia's socialization in the Group of Eight.
*Igor Yu Kiselev, Yaroslavl State University
  Anna G. Smirnova, Yaroslavl State University*

Chair: Kevin Durrheim, University of KwaZulu-Natal

**T3.2 4U Processes Influencing Democratic Ownership and Participation (PIDOP)**

**Room: Barclay 1**

**Section: Political culture, identity and language**

A macro-level theory of political participation.
*Martyn Barrett, University of Surrey*

Towards a psychological theory of civic and political engagement and participation.
*Nicholas Emler, University of Surrey*

A review of four rounds of ESS data: cross national trends and comparisons.
*Tereza Capelos, University of Surrey*
T3.3 5C The Conditional Effects of Persuasion
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion
Motivated Rejection: Affect, Media Source Cues, and Attitude Change.
*Michael W. Gruszczynski, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Needs and Debates. The Moderating Impact of “Need to Evaluate” and “Need for Cognition” on Perceptions and Effects of Televised Debates.
*Jürgen Maier, U of Koblenz-Landau
*Thorsten Faas, University of Mannheim
Party Identification, Political Values and Public Opinion on Climate Change.
*Jacob Sohlberg, Stony Brook University
Associative Learning and Propaganda.
*Ceyhun Sunsay, Franklin and Marshall College
Chair: Andrew J.W. Civettini, Knox College
Discussant: Andrew J.W. Civettini, Knox College

T3.4 5U Political Socialization
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion
Reconsidering the Role of Education in Political Socialization: Results From a Panel Study.
*Mikael Persson, Göteborg University
A Developmental Perspective on the Emergence of Political Attitudes and Personality Traits.
*Brad Verhulst, Stony Brook University
Peter K Hatemi, University of Iowa
The Formation of Democratic Values in Early Childhood.
*Simone Abendschön, Goethe University Frankfurt
The impact of the impressionable years on the partisan realignment of the white South.
*Danny Osborne, University of California, Los Angeles
David O. Sears, UCLA
Nicholas Valentino, University of Michigan
Chair: Shana Gadarian, University of California, Berkeley

T3.5 7G Personality and Leadership
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making
A Study of Reconciliation-Oriented Leadership: President Michele Bachelet and the Conflict in Chile.
*Daniel Lieberfeld, Duquesne University
Executive Studies in Russia: Assessing the Role of Ministers and the Personal Influence.
*Irina Ragozar-Kolpakova, Moscow State University, Political Science Department
Three Belgians in Europe: Psychological profiles of EU president Herman van Rompuy, EU trade commissioner Karel De Gucht, and EU liberal faction leader Guy Verhofstadt.
*Christ'l De Landtsheer, University of Antwerp
*Philippe Josepha Johan De Vries, University of Antwerp
Chair: Christ'l De Landtsheer, University of Antwerp

T3.6 8G Transnational Approaches to Conflict Resolution and Crisis Management
Room: Willard 2
Section: Crisis and conflict
The Northern Ireland Peace Process Plc: the nature, extent & purpose of 'exporting' the Irish model.
*Cathy Gormley, University of Ulster, UK

The Role of Psychological Motivation in Protracted Social Conflict: A Reconceptualization.
*Melissa M.C. Beaudoin, University of South Carolina

Towards an architecture of a global disasters management regime: A global response to a global challenge.
*Yaacov Y.Y.I Vertzberger, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Social psychological dimensions of new wars.
Irene Etzersdorfer, University of Vienna and Donau Universität Krems

Chair: Cathy Gormley, University of Ulster, UK

Discussant: Jacob Bercovitch, University of Canterbury

T3.7 9E (II) New Developments in Psychological Research on Anti-Semitism
Room: Six Continents
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Does it make a difference, how we try to assess anti-Semitic attitudes?
*Susanne Dengler, University of Konstanz (Germany)

Hatred against Israel - Anti-Semitism or anger against acts of the state of Israel?
*Gunther Jikeli, International Study Group Education and Research on Anti-Semitism

Mental Models of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict.
*Wilhelm Kempf, University of Konstanz

Anti-Semitism in Germany today and its connection to the intergenerational transmission of guilt and shame.
*Katharina Rothe, University of Leipzig

Chair: Wilhelm Kempf, University of Konstanz

T3.8 9T Identity, Action, and Conflict in Northern Ireland
Room: Stanford
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Being Together: Participants’ accounts of the impact of shared identity at large scale collective events.
*Dani Blaylock, Queen’s University Belfast
Clifford Stevenson, University of Limerick
Aisling Therese O'Donnell, University of Exeter
Orla Muldoon, University of Limerick
Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews
Dominic Bryan, Queen’s University Belfast

Segregation in Northern Ireland: Examining the Efficacy of the Contact Hypothesis Through Direct Behaviour Observation.
*Russell Orr, University of Ulster
Ed Cairns, University of Ulster
Maurice Stringer, University of Ulster

Loyal to the Core: Orangeism and Political Identity in Northern Ireland.
*James White McAuley, University of Huddersfield

Chair: Dani Blaylock, Queen's University Belfast

T3.9 10F Personality and Political Psychology II: Studying Social Action and Political Beliefs Using Diverse Methodologies
Room: Peacock
Section: New perspectives, new developments

Using Group Consciousness Theories to Understand Political Activism: Case Studies of Barack Obama, Hillary
Clinton, and Ingo Hasselbach.

*Lauren Duncan,* Psychology Department, Smith College

The Person in Political Emotion.

*Colin W. Leach,* University of Connecticut

Personality and Motivational Antecedents of Activism and Civic Engagement.

*Allen M. Omoto,* Claremont Graduate University

Mark Snyder, University of Minnesota

Justin D. Hackett, Claremont Graduate University

Chair: Bill E. Peterson, Smith College

Discussant: Sam McFarland, Western Kentucky University

**THURSDAY, JULY 8, 12:30 pm-1:30 pm**

T4.1 Keynote Address: 2010 Sanford Award Winner Peter Loewenberg, UCLA: “‘Face’ in Chinese-American Diplomatic Relations”

Room: Peacock

**THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1:45 pm-3:15 pm**

T5.1 Poster Session (Authors available to discuss their research; posters will remain on display through Friday, July 9)

Room: Room of the Dons


*Nassim Nobari,* University of Lausanne, Switzerland

Humanism and Democracy across Borders of Countries and Disciplines (funded by an ISPP small grant).

*Martina Klicperova-Baker,* Institute of Psychology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic


*Lynna Do,* Walden University

To appoint problem-solving pieces Quota on marriage adjustment of male and female married students in Islamic Azad University (Iran).

*Mohamadreza Seirafi,* Islamic Azad University, Karaj Branch

Babies, sex and families: a different side of conservatism.

*Zeljka Buturovic,* Columbia University; Zogby International

*Katherine Schwalbe,* Zogby International

Grace Ren, Zogby International

Being Liberal in a Conservative Government: The Effects of Political Ideology on a Domain-Specific Measure of Cynicism.

*Laura Janelle Gornick,* University of Montana

Lucian Gideon Conway, The University of Montana

National essentialism, narrative thinking, and infrahumanization of out-groups.

*Marek Drogoz,* Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Humanities

Political Orientation and Need for Cognition: Evidence that Moderates and Independents are Two Different Birds.

*Justin Cheng,* Loyola University Chicago

Victor C Ottati, Loyola University Chicago

The integration of Turkey to European Union: the identity in question.

*Emmanuelle Anex,* University of Lausanne

The Role of Perceived Support from Parents, Teachers, and Peers on Adolescents’ Volunteering.

*Rasa Pilkauskaite Valickiene,* Mykolas Romeris University

*Rita Zukauskiene,* Mykolas Romeris University
Saule Raiziene, Mykolas Romeris University


*Levi Adelman, University of Massachusetts- Amherst
Kumar Yogeeswaran, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
Nilanjana Dasgupta, University of Massachusetts- Amherst
Alison Eccleston, University of Massachusetts- Amherst

Young hearts and old brains: does ideology change over time?
*Zeljka Buturovic, Columbia University; Zogby International
Katherine Schwalbe, Zogby International
Grace Ren, Zogby International

The Effects of Ethnic Identification on the Psychological Inclusion of Minorities in the Nation State.
*Alison Eccleston, University of Massachusetts- Amherst
Kumar Yogeeswaran, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
Levi Adelman, University of Massachusetts- Amherst
Nilanjana Dasgupta, University of Massachusetts- Amherst

Regulatory fit and voting.
Dariusz Dolinski, Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences
*Marek Drogosz, Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Humanities

Right Wing Authoritarianism, Sources of Political Information, and Political Knowledge.
*Dylan M. Ruby, Smith College
*Hannah S. Polakoff, Smith College

*Brian Tilley, National University

Tweeting About the Iran Election: A Linguistic Analysis Over Time.
*Douglas Yeung, RAND
Sara Beth Elson, RAND Corporation
Ali Nader, RAND
Parisa Roshan, RAND
Ahmad Rahmani, RAND

An intersectional approach of social identity and social change.
*Pierre Simon-Vermot, University of Lausanne

Disentangling the relationship between religion, politics, and activism among Palestinian young men and women.
*Carolyn R. Spellings, University of Tennessee
Brian K Barber, University of Tennessee Center for the Study of Youth and Political Violence

Personality, Emotional and Behavioral Correlates of Political Cynicism.
*Andrea Bobbio, Department of Applied Psychology, University of Padua, Italy
Anna Maria Manganelli, Department of Applied Psychology, University of Padua, Italy
Luigina Canova, Department of Applied Psychology, University of Padua, Italy

Professional orientation during adolescence: the impact of gender transgression on gender identity.
*Lavinia Gianettoni, University of Lausanne
Jacques-Antoine Gauthier, University of Lausanne
*Pierre Simon-Vermot, University of Lausanne

The Relation Between Physical and Sexual Violence and Women's Psychological Well-being in Tanzania.
*Jessica Flood, University of California, Santa Cruz
Shelly Grabe, University of California, Santa Cruz
Rose Grose, University of California, Santa Cruz

Psychosocial motivations in volunteer engagement.
Maria Grazia Monaci, University of Valle d'Aosta
*Rosanna Trentin, Department of Social and Developmental Psychology, University of Padova
Monica Giolitti Monteau, University of Valle d'Aosta

Social and Political Activism as Psychological Traits.
*William McConochie, Political Psychology Research, Inc.

Altering Altemeyer: Predicting Biases Among Both Low and High Authoritarians and Social Dominators.
*Jarret T. Crawford, Psychology Department, The College of New Jersey

Childhood Experiences, Mortality Salience, Empathy, and their Contribution to Authoritarianism.
*Marcus D Patterson, University of Massachusetts at Boston
Michael A. Milburn, University of Massachusetts/Boston

Measuring the Motives of Political Leaders at a Distance: With Profiles of Kim Jong Il & Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Ingrid Wilson, Alliant International University, San Diego

Participatory Budgets: a tool for empowerment.
M. Soledad Palacios Galvez, University of Huelva (Spain)
*Elena Morales, Universidad de Huelva
Patricia Garcia Leiva, Universidad de Málaga
Juan Manuel Dominguez-Fuentes, University of Malaga
M. Isabel Hombrados, University of Malaga (Spain)

Partisanship and Micro-Level Political Cognition: The Impact of a Partisan Prime on a Short-Term Assessment of Underlying Conditions.
*Alexander George Theodoridis, University of California, Berkeley

Leader's beliefs system and Canada's human rights policy toward China: Some preliminary results.
*Charles-Louis Labrecque, Université Laval, Department of political science

A Representational Approach of Ideological Values, Stereotypical Antagonisms and Political.
*Thomas Tüscher, University of Lausanne
Christian Staerklé, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Régis Scheidegger, University of Lausanne

Attribution of Responsibility as a Function of Academic Major, Political Knowledge and Normative Beliefs.
*Régis Scheidegger, University of Lausanne
*Thomas Tüscher, University of Lausanne

Buildings as Symbols: Understanding the Motivational Underpinnings of Property Disputes.
*Shannon Callahan, University of California, Davis
Alison Ledgerwood, University of California, Davis

Developmental and contextual factors that influence adolescents' choice to include or exclude immigrant students in school.
Robert Selman, Harvard Graduate School of Education
*Janet Kwok, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Do right-wing authoritarianism and social dominance orientation predict anti-China attitudes?
*H. Michael Crowson, The University of Oklahoma
Peter Gries, Director, Inst. for U.S.-China Issues, University of Oklahoma

Effects of priming common group membership on disclosure in an interview setting.
*Sophia Moskalenko, National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (NC-START)

Protective role of security in the community: Adolescent adjustment in settings of intergroup hostility.
*Laura Kathryn Taylor, University of Notre Dame
Christine E Merrilees, University of Notre Dame
Ed Cairns, University of Ulster
Marcie Goeke-Morey, Catholic University
Peter Shirlow, Queen's University Belfast
E. Mark Cummings, University of Notre Dame

RWA and SDO differentially moderate.
*John Duckitt, University of Auckland
Chris G. Sibley, University of Auckland

*Jutta Proch, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany
Sissy Peiselt, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany
PD Dr Kristin Mitte, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany

Separating Anti-War from Pro-Peace Attitudes using Moral Psychology measures.
*Ravi Iyer, University Of Southern California
Spassena Koleva, University of California Irvine
Jesse Graham, University of Virginia
Jonathan Haidt, University of Virginia
Peter Ditto, University of California-Irvine

Social dominance orientation and right-wing authoritarianism: Differential predictors of opposition to disability rights?
*H. Michael Crowson, The University of Oklahoma
Joyce A. Brandes, University of Oklahoma
Rebecca Hurst, University of Oklahoma

Social Representations as Normative and Ideological foundation of Cognitive and Motivational Processes in Lay Thinking about Multiculturalism.
*Babette Gekeler, UCL

Stereotypes and Prejudices in HR Industry in Romania.
*Gherasim-Ardelean Simina, Babes-Bolyai University

Support for Muslims' religious rights in Germany - A matter of Attitude?
*Jolanda van der Noll, Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences

The shadow of the Italian colonial experience: The impact of collective emotions on the intentions to help the victims' descendants.
*Silvia Mari, University of Milano-Bicocca
Luca Andrighetto, University of Milano-Bicocca
Alessandro Gabbiadini, University of Milan-Bicocca
Federica Durante, Università di Milano-Bicocca
Chiara Volpato, Università di Milano-Bicocca

Understandings of 'respect' in divided societies: A review of the literature.
*Stephanie Burns, Queen's University Belfast
Evanthia Lyons, Queen's University Belfast
Ulrike Niens, Queen's University Belfast

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 3:30 pm-5:00 pm
T6.1 3A Identities in the Context of Social Conflict and Change
Room: Harvard
Section: Regional studies

Attitudes Towards Post Rose Revolution Democracy.
*Guguli Magradze, Tbilisi State University

From discrimination to legislation: The leap to the policy of indigenous Peruvians.
*Candelaria de la Soledad Ríos Indacochea, GIM PERU

The Intergenerational Transmission of National Identities: The Case of Catalonia.
**T6.2 4E Identity, Trauma and the Unconscious**

**Room: Barclay 1**

**Section: Political culture, identity and language**

The Politics of Identity: Colonization of Self as a Form of Power.

*James M Glass*, University of Maryland, Dept of Government and Politics

“The Prisoner” and the Banality of Enlightenment.

*Mark Fisher, MD*, UC Irvine

*Roderic Gorney, MD, PhD*, Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, Semel Institute

A New Language for a New World.

*Maryse Toufoul*, School of Aliveness and Adulthood, George Washington University

Masochism in political behavior: can Lacanian psychoanalysis be of any help?

*Filip Kovacevic*, University of Montenegro

**Chair: Mark Fisher, MD, UC Irvine**

**T6.3 5I Framing**

**Room: Barclay 2**

**Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion**

Issue Framing and Source Credibility: The Surprisingly Minimal Contribution of Source Credibility to Framing Effects.

*Michael Cobb*, North Carolina State University

*Mark Yacoub*, NC State University


*Mitchell W Wagner*, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

*Carly Jacobs*, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

*Amanda Balzer*, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Do Framing Effects in Competitive Conditions Depend on Emotions?

*Lene Aaroe*, Department of Political Science, University of Aarhus

Reliance on metaphoric frames in solving social policy issues.

*Paul Henry Thibodeau*, Stanford University

**Chair: Todd K Hartman, Appalachian State University**

**Discussant: Todd K Hartman, Appalachian State University**

**T6.4 5S Political Learning**

**Room: George D. Smith**

**Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion**

Guessing the effect?: Impact of guessing on inference from experiments.

*Gaurav Sood*, Stanford

*Ken Cor*, Stanford

Limits of Democratic Voting: A look at how many electoral contests voters can monitor at one time.

*David J Andersen*, Rutgers University
The effect of political coalition categorization on argument assessment as mediated by voluntary information acquisition.

*Rose McDermott*, UCSB

*Peter K Hatemi*, University of Iowa

*Max Krasnow*, UCSB

Worse than Ignorant? Misinformation and Policy Attitudes.

*Robert C. Luskin*, University of Texas at Austin

*Gaurav Sood*, Stanford

*James S. Fishkin*, Stanford University

Chair: *Bethany Albertson*, University of Washington

**T6.5 6E The Structure of Inequality**

**Room: Willard 2**

**Section: Social inequality and social change**

Discursive Distancing Among Political Actors in a Failing Democracy.

*Natalia Kovalyova*, University of Texas at Austin

How Inequality Affects Political Engagement.

*Mikael Persson*, Göteborg University

How to Control Child Labour.

*Sudhir Chander Hindwan*, Govt. College, Panjab University, Chandigarh, India

Promoting Gender Equality: The Role of Status, Power, and Control in the Link between Land Ownership and Violence in Nicaragua.

*Shelly Grabe*, University of California, Santa Cruz

Chair: *Shelly Grabe*, University of California, Santa Cruz

**T6.6 7M The Psychological Construction of Ideology**

**Room: Willard 1**

**Section: Political decision making**

Free-market attitudes and Feminism.

*Chris Roney*, King's University College, University of Western Ontario

*Jacquetta A Newman*, Dept. of Political Science, King's University College, UWO, Carolyn Camman, King's University College, U. of Western Ontario

Ideological mind: group identity meets assumptions about human nature and society.

*Zeljka Buturovic*, Columbia University; Zogby International

*Grace Ren*, Zogby International

*Katherine Schwalbe*, Zogby International

Long-term effects of a single exposure to the American flag on political behavior and judgment.

*Travis J Carter*, University of Chicago Booth School of Business

*Melissa J Ferguson*, Cornell University

*Ran Hassin*, Hebrew University

Authoritarianism and policy preferences for counter-terrorism.

*Elizabeth Lai*, University of Michigan

Chair: *David Winter*, University of Michigan

**T6.7 9P Ideologies and Intergroup Attitudes**

**Room: Six Continents**

**Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations**

Social identities and religion.

*Katarzyna Hamer*, Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences and Psychology Dept. at University of
Management and Law

What's not to like? Asymmetries in attitudes towards ideological outgroups.
*Yphtach Lelkes, Stanford University
Ari Malka, Yeshiva University

Are liberals hypocrites? A correlational study of personality, elitism, and political attitudes.
*Kevin Lanning, Wilkes Honors College of FAU

God, guns, and... China? How ideology impacts American attitudes and policy preferences towards China.
*Peter Gries, Director, Inst. for U.S.-China Issues, University of Oklahoma
H. Michael Crowson, The University of Oklahoma

Chair: Kevin Lanning, Wilkes Honors College of FAU

**T6.8 9F Researching Authoritarianism: Assessment and Relations to Attitudes and Behavior**
**Room: Stanford**
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Measuring Authoritarianism in Society over Time and across Cultures.
*Gerda Lederer, New School University
Angela Kindervater, University of Hamburg

Three times Three is One: Validating three multi-dimensional authoritarianism scales.
*Friedrich Funke, Friedrich Schiller University of Jena
Philip T. Dunwoody, Juniata College

Education mediating the (not so straightforward) impact of income on RWA and SDO.
*Hector Carvacho, Universität Bielefeld
Andres Haye, Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
Roberto Gonzalez, Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile

Authoritarianism as a Predictor of Autonomy with Regard to Organizing Learning Processes.
*Angela Kindervater, University of Hamburg
Sabine Pechtold, BFW Hamburg

Chair: Christopher Cohrs, Queen's University Belfast

**THURSDAY, JULY 8, 5:15 pm-6:15 pm**

Room: Peacock

**THURSDAY, JULY 8, 6:30 pm-8:30 pm**

T8.1 Chess Challenge: Christopher Cohrs, internationally ranked chess player, takes on ISPP members
Room: Peacock

**FRIDAY, JULY 9, 9:00 am-10:30 am**

F1.1 4B History, National Identity and Political Orientations
**Room: Barclay 1**
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Mobilising opposition towards Muslim immigrants: National identification and the representation of national history.
*Anouk Smeekes, Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Utrecht University
Maykel Verkuyten, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Utrecht
Edwin Poppe, ERCOMER, Utrecht University

“You Have the Right to Struggle”: The Construction of Historical Counternarratives as a Tool for Civic Empowerment.
Don't mention the war! The effects of historical context and family-like presentations on national identity.

Competing Histories, Competing Identities: Israelis and Palestinians in Dialogue.

Are women fit for politics?: Poles' attitudes toward women in politics and their antecedents.

Manly Republicans and Effeminate Democrats: Exploring the Implicit Connections between Gender and the Modern American Political Parties.


U.S. Immigration Opinion: Material Interests, General Ethnocentrism, or Group Specific Animus?

Chair: Andrew Pilecki, University of California, Santa Cruz

Chair: Erin Cassese, West Virginia University

Chair: Richard Lau, Rutgers University

Chair: Mary Kate Lizotte, Birmingham Southern College

Chair: Richard Lau, Rutgers University

Chair: Richard Lau, Rutgers University

Chair: Richard Lau, Rutgers University
Imagining Insecurity: Fiction, Faith and Rumor-based Sources of Threat.
*Kelly M. Greenhill, Tufts and Harvard Universities

The Impact of Threat and Uncertainty on Political Ideology.
*Ingrid R Johnsen, Ohio State University
William Cunningham, Ohio State University

The Psychology and Politics of Smoking: The Impact of Fear, Hypocrisy and Processing Mode on Intentions to Quit Smoking.
*Caroline Wood, Canterbury Christ Church University
Masi Noor, Canterbury Christ Church University

The nature of threat as determinant of the perception of ingroup and outgroup.
*Maciej Borys Sekerdej, Jagiellonian University, Centre for Social Research

Chair: Ingrid R Johnsen, Ohio State University

**F1.5 8E Leadership Style and Decision-Making**

**Room: Willard 2**

Section: Crisis and conflict

President Omar al-Bashir of Sudan, an Indicted War Criminal: A Political Personality Profile.
*Jerrold M. Post, The George Washington University

The relevance of the leadership style during successful transition to democracy: Spanish and Lithuanian cases.
*Neringa Kalpokaite, Social Psychology Department, Madrid Complutense University, Spain

The value of profiling and operational code analysis for counter terrorism: The personality and future strategy of three al-Shabaab leaders.
*Max Vittorio Metselaar, Department of Defense (DOD) (Netherlands)

*Lori Helene Gronich, George Washington University

Chair: Jerrold M. Post, The George Washington University

Discussant: David Winter, University of Michigan

**F1.6 9C Diversity and Dominance: Contextual, Cultural, and Gendered Differences in Social Dominance Orientation**

**Room: Peacock**

Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

*Miriam Matthews, Claremont Graduate University
Shana Levin, Claremont McKenna College

Assimilation, Individualism, and Multiculturalism: Social Dominance Implications Change across Normative Contexts.
*Shana Levin, Claremont McKenna College
Miriam Matthews, Claremont Graduate University
James Sidanius, Harvard University
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut
Nour Kteily, Harvard University
Eileen V. Pitpitan, University of Connecticut
Tessa Dover, Claremont McKenna College

Socio-structural and psycho-cultural moderators of group differences in Social Dominance Orientation.
*Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut
I-Ching Lee, National Cheng-Chi University
Blair T. Johnson, University of Connecticut
*James Sidanius*, Harvard University
*Carlos David Navarrete*, Michigan State University
*Melissa McDonald*, Michigan State University
*Ludwin Molina*, University of Kansas

Chair: *Miriam Matthews*, Claremont Graduate University

**F1.7 9S Ethnocentrism and Infrahumanisation**
**Room: Six Continents**
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Reconceptualized Ethnocentrism and Its Consequences.
*Boris Bizumic*, Australian National University
*Michael Smithson*, The Australian National University
*Dirk Van Rooy*, The Australian National University

When will humans bomb humans? Infrahumanisation, casualty tolerance and support for war.
*Robert Johns*, University of Strathclyde
*Graeme Davies*, University of Leeds

Predicting the ethnocentric valuation of human life: Identification with all humanity, ethnocentrism, and other correlates.
*Sam McFarland*, Western Kentucky University

A causal model of social prejudice toward chinese between Javanese (Indonesian) and Malaynese (Malaysian) Student.
*Dr. Andik Matulessy*, Faculty of Psychology 17 August 1945 University (UNTAG) Surabaya, Indonesia

Chair: *Sam McFarland*, Western Kentucky University
Discussant: *Nathan L Arbuckle*, The Ohio State University

**F1.8 9L Conflict, Contact and Coexistence**
**Room: Stanford**
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Intergroup contact and political tolerance in a European context.
*Jens Peter Frølund Thomsen*, Dept. of Political Science, Aarhus University

Mediators of contact and media exposure on China policy preferences: Knowledge, prejudice, and American attitudes towards the Chinese government.
*Peter Gries*, Director, Inst. for U.S.-China Issues, University of Oklahoma
*H. Michael Crowson*, The University of Oklahoma

*Elena M Mastors*, APUS
*Martha Cottam*, Washington State University

Evaluation of a Social Intervention Aimed at Improving Interethnic Relations in Malaysia.
*Ananthi Al Ramiah*, University of Oxford
*Miles Hewstone*, University of Oxford

Chair: *Elena M Mastors*, APUS

**F1.9 10B Fundamentals of Q Methodology (Workshop)**
**Room: Harvard**
Section: New perspectives, new developments

Presenter: *Steven R Brown*, Kent State University
**F2.1 4J Political Cultures**
**Room: Barclay 1**
Section: Political culture, identity and language

*Tatiana Evgenyeva, Moscow State University, Department of Political Science*

Political Values of Russian Citizens in the Context of Political Culture.
*Antonina Seleznева, Moscow State University*

The Masada Complex - Jewish identity constructions and Israeli foreign policy.
*Christopher Lucas Schilling, University of Hamburg, Germany*

Afghan Political Culture and Achieving a Stable State.
*Michael Paul Cohn, George Washington University*

Chair: Christopher Lucas Schilling, University of Hamburg, Germany

**F2.2 4N Narrative, Trauma, Reconciliation, and Healing (Roundtable organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars)**
**Room: Six Continents**
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Psychological Benefits of Expressive Writing about Political Violence.
*Cheryl Koopman, Stanford University*

Internal Narratives and the Death of a Child.
*James M Glass, University of Maryland, Dept of Government and Politics*

Narratives of Trauma, Narratives of Endurance: Responses to National Tragedy revealed through the Storycorps Project.
*Adam Martin, University of California, Irvine*

*Johanna Solomon, University of CA, Irvine*
Daniel R Brunstetter, UC Irvine

Chair: Kristen Renwick Monroe, University of California, Irvine

Discussants: Rose McDermott, UCSB
Irina Rogozar-Kolpakova, Moscow State University, Political Science Department

**F2.3 5Q Political Elites**
**Room: Barclay 2**
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Images of political leaders in the nationwide research of image of Russia.
*Irina Moiseeva, Moscow State University*

Presidential Political Psychology and the Civil War.
*Fred I Greenstein, Princeton University*

Recruitment characteristics of Russian political elites in post-Soviet period.
*Vera Trofinova, Moscow State University by Lomonosov, faculty of Political Science, department of Political Psychology*

The Personalization of Party Identifications in Western Europe: A Study of Four Established Parliamentary Democracies.
*Diego Garzia, Università di Siena*

Chair: Asel Zamirbekovna Abykeeva, CAFMI
F2.4 5F Voting
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Modelling electoral choice in two stages: a consideration set model of voting.
*Martin Rosema, University of Twente

Strategic Vote Decisions in Value Based Elections.
*Delia Dumitrescu, Universite de Montreal
*Andre Blais, Université de Montréal

The Impact of Moral Construals on Voting Intentions.
Dominic Packer, Lehigh University
Jay Van Bavel, New York University
*Ingrid R Johnsen, Ohio State University
William Cunningham, Ohio State University

The participatory effects of critical and imaginative personalities.
*Joan Font, CSIC (National Council for Scientific Research)

Chair: Andre Blais, Université de Montréal

F2.5 6G Emerging Perspectives on the Experience of Inequality
Room: Willard 2
Section: Social inequality and social change

The experience of insecurity in Iranians’ nightmares.
*Shahram Parastesh, University of Tehran

The Impact of Justice for Torture Survivors: Creating Meaning through Anti-Impunity Efforts.
*Mary Fabri, Heartland Alliance Marjorie Kovler Center

The Relationship between Childhood Humiliation and Dignity and Adult Politically Relevant Traits.
*William McConochie, Political Psychology Research, Inc.

Making our World Anew: Political Psychology in an Age of Global Challenges.
Stravoula Tsirougianni, London School of Economics

Chair: Stravoula Tsirougianni, London School of Economics

F2.6 7C Conflict, Cooperation, and the Formation of Political Preferences
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making

Can Ordinary Citizens Deliberately Abour their Colliding Worldviews?
*Elzbieta Wesolowska, Warmia and Mazury University, Olsztyn, Poland

Government size and the automaticity of public goods provision.
*Martijn Schoonvelde, Stony Brook University

The Relevance of Trust on Support for Government Spending.
*Marian Courtemanche, Stony Brook University

Public Goods, the Free Market Economy, and International Arrangements for the Environment, Why is There a Price Tag on the Air We Breathe?
*Ofer Arian, The Academic College of Emek Yezreel

Chair: Robert Johns, University of Strathclyde

Discussant: Robert Johns, University of Strathclyde
F2.7 8M What is Political Radicalization?
Room: Peacock
Section: Crisis and conflict

Radicalization in History and Political Science.
*Martha Crenshaw, Stanford University

Radicalization in the Interaction of Personality and Situation.
*Margaret Ann Wilson, University of Surrey

Radicalization in Political Psychology.
*Clark McCauley, Bryn Mawr College

F2.8 9K Intergroup Attitudes and Political Decision Making
Room: Stanford
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Modeling the Effect of Racial Prejudice on Turnout.
*Spencer Piston, University of Michigan
Yanna Krupnikov, Indiana University

*Deniz Danaci, University of Berne, Switzerland
Adrian Vatter, Department of Political Science, University of Berne, Switzerland

The Impact of Racial Attitudes in the White South on the 2008 Election.
*Colleen Carpinella, UCLA
David O. Sears, UCLA

Attitudes Towards Turkey's Entry to the EU in Various Social Groups in Turkey.
*Melek Goregenli, Ege University
Pelin Karakus, Ege University

Chair: Spencer Piston, University of Michigan

Discussant: Todd K Hartman, Appalachian State University

F2.9 10J Reintroducing Q Methodology
Room: Harvard
Section: New perspectives, new developments

The Quantization of Subjectivity.
*Steven R Brown, Kent State University
*James Rhoads, Westminster College

Projective Identification and the Politics of “Presidential Identity” in the Public Mind: Barack Obama and the Quest for Authenticity.
*Dan B. Thomas, Wartburg College
*Larry R Baas, Valparaiso University

Reframing Persuasion in Public Policy: The Contribution of Q Methodology.
*Amanda Wolf, Victoria University of Wellington

Using the Q Method and Other Approaches to Measure the Subjectivity of Inter-Group Resentment and Rationales for Violence.
*William Ascher, Claremont McKenna College

Chair: Steven R Brown, Kent State University

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 12:30 pm-1:30 pm

F3.1 Keynote Address: 2009 Lasswell Award Winner Steven Brown, KSU: “The Lost Scent of Subjectivity”
Room: Peacock
F4.1 4L From Identity Positions to Social Identifications as Mediators in Political Engagement
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Managing multiple identities: Why young Dutch Muslims opt for identity strategies of exit or voice.
*Jacquelien van Stekelenburg, VU University Amsterdam
Bert Klandermans, Sociology, VU, University of Amsterdam

Storytelling and identity construction among Moroccan adolescents in the Netherlands.
*Jacomijne Prins, VU University Amsterdam
Jacquelien van Stekelenburg, VU University Amsterdam
Bert Klandermans, Sociology, VU, University of Amsterdam

Political mobilisation of Muslim minorities in Europe: The role of injustice and identity threat.
*Fenella Fleischmann, CSCP, Leuven University & Ercomer, Utrecht University
Karen Phalet, CSCP, Leuven University & Ercomer, Utrecht University
Olivier Klein, Université Libre de Bruxelles

*Anca Minescu, University of Limerick
Friedrich Funke, Friedrich Schiller University of Jena

Chair: Anca Minescu, University of Limerick
Discussant: Martijn van Zomeren, University of Groningen

F4.2 4O Narratives and Social Movements (Roundtable organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars)
Room: Six Continents
Section: Political culture, identity and language

The aging of activists and social movements.
*Molly Andrews, University of East London

*Catarina Kinnvall, Lund University

The Uses and Abuses of Activist Narratives.
*Lisa Rubens, UC Berkeley

*Sarah Scuzzarello, Dept. Political Science, Lund University

Chair: Helen Haste, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Discussant: Gina Linda Gustavsson, Uppsala University, Sweden and Center for Ethics and Morality, UC Irvine

F4.3 5R Political Identification
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

On the outside, looking in: Sophistication and ideology as determinants of political orientations of Turkish citizens.
*Stavroula Chrona, University of Surrey, United Kingdom
Tereza Capelos, University of Surrey

The Persistence Hypothesis Revisited: A Longitudinal Analysis of Symbolic Attitudes from Adolescence to Adulthood.
*Daniel Byrd, University of Washington
Christopher Parker, University of Washington, Seattle
Yuichi Shoda, University of Washington
Traits, Party Identification, and Candidate Evaluation.  
*Geoffrey D. Sheagley, University of Minnesota

The Unique Roles of System Justification and Political Identification in Understanding Anti-Environmental Attitudes.  
*Erin Hennes, New York University  
John Jost, New York University  
Irina Feygina, New York University  
Rick Andrews, New York University

Chair: Gaurav Sood, Stanford

Discussant: Gaurav Sood, Stanford

**F4.4 6B Responses to Inequality: Factors in Collective Action**  
**Room: Willard 2**  
Section: Social inequality and social change

An Implicit Approach to why People do not Protest. 
*Joseph Sweetman, Cardiff University  
Russell Spears, Cardiff University  
Gregory Maio, School of Psychology, Cardiff University

Cultural Values in Non-Violent Political Movements.  
*Mихael Radke, University of California, Berkeley

Identity and Politicization: The Voice of Migrants in Germany.  
*Bернд Simon, University of Kiel  
*Франк Рейхерт, Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, Institut für Psychologie

Intergroup Contact and Collective Action: Investigating the “Reicher Effect” in a mixed South African Campus.  
*Huseyin Cakal, University of Oxford 
Miles Hewstone, University of Oxford  
Gerhard Schaar, University of Johannesburg  
Anthony Heath, Department of Sociology

Chair: Michael Radke, University of California, Berkeley

**F4.5 7A Affect and Political Judgment**  
**Room: Willard 1**  
Section: Political decision making

From situations to emotions: appraising intergroup inequalities.  
*Julian Fernando, University of Melbourne  
Yoshihisa Kashima, University of Melbourne  
Simon Laham, University of Melbourne

*Eric Groenendyk, University of Memphis  
Antoine Banks, University of Maryland

Feeling as Information: Fear and Racial Conflict.  
*Antoine Banks, University of Maryland

Chair: Erin Cassese, West Virginia University

Discussant: Erin Cassese, West Virginia University

**F4.6 9U Prejudice, Tolerance and Cooperation in Intergroup Dynamics**  
**Room: Stanford**  
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations
*Shawn Rosenberg,* University of California at Irvine

Examining the Underpinnings of Social Identity and Group-Based Motivation.
*Nathan L Arbuckle,* The Ohio State University

The Influence of Social Network Members' Prejudice on Durability and Political Impactfulness of Individual-level Prejudice.
*Lindsey Clark Levitan,* Stony Brook University

National narcissism, positive national group regard and out-group enmity: How low and high collective self esteem predict intergroup negativity.
*Agnieszka Golec de Zavala,* Middlesex University
*Aleksandra K. Ciechocka,* University of Warsaw
*Michał Bilewicz,* University of Warsaw

Chair: *Nathan L Arbuckle,* The Ohio State University

**F4.7 10C Intergroup Dynamics, Identity, and Discrimination**
**Room: George D. Smith**
**Section: New perspectives, new developments**

The Political Psychology of Conflict Mediation: A theoretical framework for understanding how conflict mediation works.
*Mark Gjokaj,* University of California - Irvine

The Psychology of Victimhood: Competitive Victimhood in Intergroup Relations.
*Masi Noor,* Canterbury Christ Church University

An inkblot for dehumanization - a semantic variant of the Affect Misattribution Procedure as an indirect measure of denying humanity.
*Roland Imhoff,* University of Bonn

The Evolving Digital Self: The Impact of the Technological Revolution on Social Psychology and Identity.
*Jerrold M. Post,* The George Washington University

Chair: *Mark Gjokaj,* University of California - Irvine

Discussant: *Lisa A. Berkley,* Self-Employed

**F4.8 11B Personality and Political Leadership**
**Room: Peacock**
**Section: Other**

Election or selection? Psychological factors that may exclude people from political office.
*Claes Carneck,* Örebro University, Sweden

The Political Personality of 2008 U.S. Vice Presidential Candidate Sarah Palin.
*Aubrey Immelman,* St. John's University (MN)

The Political Personality of U.S. President Barack Obama.
*Aubrey Immelman,* St. John's University (MN)

Wilson, Harding and the New Era.
*Anastasia Kucharski,* Harvard

Chair: *Aubrey Immelman,* St. John's University (MN)

**FRIDAY, JULY 9, 3:30 pm-5:00 pm**

**F5.1 Career Development Roundtable: Braving the Job Application Process (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)**
**Room: Peacock**
F5.2 1B Perception, Preferences, and Policy
Room: Harvard
Section: Globalization and international relations

Liberals and conservatives, interventionists and isolationists: how does ideology affect foreign policy preferences?
*Katherine Schwalbe, Zogby International
Zeljka Buturovic, Columbia University; Zogby International
Grace Ren, Zogby International

Mechanisms of perception of threat in international relations.
*Anna G. Smirnova, Yaroslavl State University
Igor Yu Kiselev, Yaroslavl State University (Russia)

From Bolivia's Coca Fields to the Presidency: The Rise of Evo Morales.
*James Allen, Medical University of South Carolina
Jerrold M. Post, The George Washington University

*Maria Rost Rublee, University of Auckland

Chair: Zurab Nikoloz Vakhania, Institute of Psychology, Ministry of Science of Georgia
Discussant: Zurab Nikoloz Vakhania, Institute of Psychology, Ministry of Science of Georgia

F5.3 4S The Group as a Psychological and Political Resource
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Shared Group Membership, Value Affirmation and Observers' Reactions to Injustice.
*Heather J. Smith, Sonoma University

The Differential Effect of Identity Centrality and Ingroup Superiority on Construals of Past Intergroup Conflict.
*Rezarta Bilali, University of Massachusetts Boston

Muslims' willingness to confront disrespect. Emotion, identity, empowerment.
*Patricia Maria Rodriguez Mosquera, Wesleyan University

Chair: Rezarta Bilali, University of Massachusetts Boston
Discussant: Micah K. Jensen, Georgetown University

F5.4 4P Narratives and Identity (Roundtable organized by the Caucus of Concerned Scholars)
Room: Six Continents
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Narratives and Morality: A Study of Narrative Culture among First and Second Generation South Asian Indian-Americans.
*Johanna Solomon, University of CA, Irvine

Narratives of Faith and Commitment: Religion, Politics, and Muslim Youth.
*Paul Nesbitt-Larking, Huron University College

Disengagement from Northern Irish Paramilitary Groups.
*Neil Ferguson, Liverpool Hope University

Narrative of inclusion and engagement: experiential, structural and political influences.
*Orla Muldoon, University of Limerick
Rob Lowe, Limerick

Chair: Molly Andrews, University of East London
F5.5 5T Political Participation
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Do you feel obligated to vote? Patience, anxiety, affect, and self-efficacy predicting voter turnout.
*Levente Littvay, Central European University

Personality traits and political participation: direct, indirect and conditional effects.
*Aina Gallego, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Daniel Oberski, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Personality, Context and Political Donations.
*Amanda M Keller, University of Iowa
*Peter K Hatemi, University of Iowa

The Relationship between Community Moral, a Sense of Voting Obligation and One's Voting Rate in Japan.
*Yoshinobu Araki, Musashino University

Chair: Chris Karpowitz, Brigham Young University

F5.6 6C Attitudes Towards Inequality
Room: Willard 2
Section: Social inequality and social change

Emotions, Personality and Attitudes towards Same-Sex Marriage and Civil Unions.
*David Redlawsk, Rutgers University
*Cameron G Thies, University of Iowa
*Caroline Tolbert, University of Iowa

Economic Disparities and Community Discord: How and Why Inequality Harms Social Trust.
*Alina Oxendine, Hamline University

Liberal Political Interest: is it Driven by Empathic Concerns?
*Suzanne Soule, Center for Civic Education
*Ravi Iyer, University Of Southern California

WHO IS GUILTY? Undergraduate students’ attitudes towards hate crime based on sexual orientation.
*Pelin Karakus, Ege University
Melek Goregenli, Ege University
Ilkay Sudas, EGE UNIVERSITY

Chair: David Redlawsk, Rutgers University

F5.7 7K The Light and the Dark: Hope and Anxiety as Political Emotions
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making

An Agenda for Political Hope.
*Andrew J.W. Civettini, Knox College

*Bridgette Portman, University of California at Irvine

When is Terrorism Terrifying?
*Ted Brader, University of Michigan
Nicholas Valentino, University of Michigan

Anxiety as Risk or Uncertainty: The Factor Structures of Emotional Responses to Immigrants.
*Michael A. Neblo, Ohio State University
Chair: Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University

Discussant: Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University

F5.8 9R Categorisation and Stereotyping: Cognitive and Social Functions
Room: Stanford
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Mechanisms of Value Stereotypes.
*Henrik Dobewall, University of Tartu

Black and White or Shades of Gray? Political Orientation Predicts Categorical vs. Continuous Race Perception.
*Lori Malahy, University of Washington
Jason Plaks, University of Toronto

Predictors of the impact of deliberative engagement on political opinion and intergroup perception.
*D. Conor Seyle, Issues Deliberation Australia/America
Toula Skiadas, Issues Deliberation Australia/America
Pamela Ryan, Issues Deliberation Australia/America

Chair: Lori Malahy, University of Washington

F5.9 10A Coming of Age: Youth and Civic Engagement
Room: George D. Smith
Section: New perspectives, new developments

Citizenship Education: A Critical Look at a Contested Field.
*Helen Haste, Harvard Graduate School of Education

The Civic Empowerment Gap: Defining the Problem and Locating Solutions.
*Meira Levinson, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Robert Selman, Harvard Graduate School of Education
*Janet Kwok, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Chair: Helen Haste, Harvard Graduate School of Education

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 5:30 pm-6:30 pm
F6.1 Junior Scholars Mentoring Hour (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee; pre-registration required)
Room: Florentine & Garden

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 7:00 pm-9:00 pm
F7.1 Awards Reception and Presentation (Fee and reservation required)
Room: Victor’s, at St. Francis Hotel

SATURDAY, JULY 10 9:00 am-10:30 am
S1.1 Publishing Roundtable: Helping Junior Scholars Tackle the Publish or Perish Mantra (sponsored by Junior Scholars Committee)
Room: Peacock

Chair: Janice R. Adelman, Claremont Graduate University

S1.2 4D Promoting, Negotiating and Resisting Political Identities
Room: Barclay
Section: Political culture, identity and language

The elite-population gap in the formation of political identities. A cross-cultural investigation.
*Heinrich Hugo Best, University of Jena, Germany
The Making of Political Identities: Containing Concepts of Indianness.
*Dr Christine Deftereos, School of Philosophy, Anthropology and Social Inquiry, The University of Melbourne, Australia

Constructing Chinese identity in post-colonial Hong Kong: A discursive analysis of the official nation-building project.
*Thomas TSE, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

*Micah K. Jensen, Georgetown University

Chair: Micah K. Jensen, Georgetown University

Discussant: James White McAuley, University of Huddersfield

S1.3 5N Party Strategies
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Coalition Signals as Voter Cues.
*Michael Meffert, Leiden University
*Thomas Gschwend, University of Mannheim

Do parties’ strategies account for cleavage voting? Explaining trends in cleavage voting under the French Fifth Republic.
*Florent Gougou, Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Paris
*Guillaume Roux, Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, IEP de Grenoble / UMR Pacte (France)

Reaching Beyond Partisans: Can Political Parties Win Policy Support by Framing Issues?
*Rune Slothuus, University of Aarhus

Analyzing the Insufficiency of Election Campaigns.
*Shunsuke Itoh, Hakuhodo Inc.

Chair: Michael Meffert, Leiden University

S1.4 6F Inequality and Democratic Citizenship
Room: Willard 2
Section: Social inequality and social change

Democratic citizenship construction in China: The case of a NGO’s citizenship program for rural women.
*Xu Zhao, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Helen Haste, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Privatization of public education: Consequences for Citizenship and Citizenship Education.
*Orit Ichilov, Tel-Aviv University

*Jeremy Flattau, Flattau Associates, LLC

Chair: Xu Zhao, Harvard Graduate School of Education

S1.5 7I Political Participation
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making

*Delia Dumitrescu, Universite de Montreal

CHRM2, IQ, and Turnout.
*Chris Dawes, University of California, San Diego
Following the Polling Station Queue: The effects of turnout information on turning out—experimental findings.
*Jane Green, University of Manchester

*Richard Boyd, Wesleyan University

Chair: Carl L Palmer, University of California, Davis
Discussant: Carl L Palmer, University of California, Davis

S1.6 8B Transmission of Beliefs about Conflicts
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Crisis and conflict

Dealing with Dissonance: The role of dissonance in individual-level interethnic aggression.
*Joshua Gubler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Effects of political imprisonment in the former GDR on the second generation.
*Maya Athene Boehm, University of Leipzig, Germany
Gregor Weißflog, University of Leipzig

Socializing Agents and Personal Experiences as Predictors of Israeli Adolescents’ Understanding of the Conflict.
*Shai Fuxman, Harvard Graduate School of Education

A. Jule Zack, Liverpool Hope University
*Eve Binks, Liverpool Hope University

Chair: Joshua Gubler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Discussant: Daphna Canetti-Nisim, Yale University

S1.7 9X Developments in the Measurement of Intergroup Attitudes
Room: Six Continents
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Big 5 Personality Facets and Prejudice: The Mediating Role of Generalized Attitudes.
*Jutta Proch, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany
*PD Dr Kristin Mitte, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany
Dr Nicole Kämpfe, Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany

Changes in Black Americans' in-group attitudes: The influences of age and geographical region.
*Angela C. White, University of Connecticut
Blair T. Johnson, University of Connecticut

The determinants of even-handedness in evaluations of racial and ethnic groups.
*David O. Sears, UCLA
Victoria Savalei, University of British Columbia

Construction and Validation of the Moral Exclusion/Inclusion Scale.
Stefano Passini, University of Bologna - ITALY
*Davide Morselli, University of Lausanne

Chair: Angela C. White, University of Connecticut

S1.8 9D How National Majorities and Minorities Relate to Cultural Diversity Across Regions and Over Time
Room: Stanford
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

What unites and divides ethnic groups: Cross-republic and ethnic group variations in the Russian Federation.
*Anca Minescu, University of Limerick

Ethnic minority-majority asymmetry in national attitudes around the world: A multilevel analysis.
Wolves in sheep’s clothing: SDO asymmetrically predicts perceived ethnic victimization among White and Latino students across three years.

*Christian Staerklé, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
James Sidanius, Harvard University
Ludwin Molina, University of Kansas

Lotte Thomsen, Harvard University & University of Copenhagen
*James Sidanius, Harvard University
Eva G. T. Green, University of Lausanne
Arnold K. Ho, Harvard University
Shana Levin, Claremont McKenna College
Colette Van Laar, Leiden University
Stacey Sinclair, Princeton University

Ethnic diversity and intergroup relations: the role of intergroup contact, threat and multiple categorization.

*Katharina Schmid, University of Oxford
Miles Hewstone, University of Oxford
Ananthi Al Ramiah, University of Oxford

Explaining cultural diversity attitudes in tolerant and conservative ideological climates: a municipality-level analysis in Switzerland.

*Eva G. T. Green, University of Lausanne
Oriane Sarrasin, University of Lausanne
Nicole Fasel, University of Lausanne

Chair: Eva G. T. Green, University of Lausanne

S1.9 10I Scale Development, Scale Validation and New Methodologies
Room: Harvard
Section: New perspectives, new developments

Procedural justice and the legitimacy of criminal courts in Santiago, Chile.

*Jonathan Jackson, London School of Economics
Jorge M. Manzi, Universidad Catolica de Chile, Dept. of Psychology
Carolyn Côté-Lussier, London School of Economics
Monica M Gerber, London School of Economics and Political Science

Professor Cronbach goes to Monte Carlo: Clarifying coefficient alpha through statistical simulation.

*Christopher DeSante, Duke University

Pushing the Limits of List Experiments.

*Samantha Luks, YouGovPolimetrix
*Quin Monson, Brigham Young University

Sequential Mediation Analysis in Experimental Research.

*Cengiz Erisen, California Polytechnic State University

Chair: Jonathan Jackson, London School of Economics

SATURDAY, JULY 10 10:45 am-12:15 pm

S2.1 4G Civil Society, Citizenship and Democratic Participation
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Apocryphal political participation: the experience of health councils and conferences in Brazil.

*Cornelis Johannes van Stralen, Brazilian Association of Political Psychology/ Federal University of Minas Gerais
Aparecida Rosangela Silveira, State University de Montes Claros-UNIMONTES
Fernando Santana de Paiva, Federal University of Juiz de Fora

The Meaning of Citizenship: Legal Status, Participation and Belonging for Brazilian Immigrant Adolescents.
*Leticia Braga, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Conflicting Demands on Higher Education and the Worldwide Economic Crisis: Implications for Student Identity.
*James Moir, University of Abertay Dundee

The influence of the personality traits on establishing democratic family values.
*Marijana Vladimir Markovik, Institute for Sociological, Political and Juridical Research

Chair: Leticia Braga, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Discussant: Nicholas Emler, University of Surrey

S2.2 5M Media Influence
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

It’s the Media, Stupid, isn’t it? The Impact of the Media on Viewers’ Perceptions of the 2009 German Televised Debate.
*Thorsten Faas, University of Mannheim
Jürgen Maier, U of Koblenz-Landau

Uniformed about the misinformed? Changing nature of Political Information in the age of self-selection, blogs, SNL, and Fox.
*Gaurav Sood, Stanford
*Yphtach Lelkes, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

YouTube Persuasion during the Primaries and Presidential Debates: Global Discourse about the 2008 U.S. Election.
*Lindsey Zimmerman, Georgia State University
Lisa Armistead, Georgia State University
Aasha Anderson, Wake Forest University
Cynthia King, Nova Southeastern University

*Jon A. Krosnick, Stanford University
Ari Malka, Yeshiva University
Ana Villar, Stanford University

Chair: Ece Inan, Marmara University Faculty of Communications

Discussant: Ece Inan, Marmara University Faculty of Communications

S2.3 6H Can Psychology Help ‘Us’ Save the World: Understanding Leadership, Influence and Mass Behaviour Around Major Social Issues (Roundtable)
Room: Peacock
Section: Social inequality and social change

Presenters: *Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews
*Emina Subasic, Australian National University
*Paul ‘t Hart, Australian National University
*Bert Klandermans, Sociology, VU, University of Amsterdam

S2.4 6I Global Feminisms: Comparative Study of Activists in Research and Teaching
Room: Willard 2
Section: Social inequality and social change

*Nicola Curtin, University of Michigan

Social Identities and Political Activism: Conceptualizing Lesbian Sexual Identity Development.
Danielle Shapiro, University of Michigan
*Abigail J. Stewart, University of Michigan
Women, Power and Leadership: Using the Global Feminisms Project to Teach About All Leaders.  
*Desdamona Rios, University of Michigan

Chair: Abigail J. Stewart, University of Michigan  
Discussant: David Winter, University of Michigan

**S2.5 7H Political Cognition, Motivation, and Information**  
**Room: Willard 1**  
Section: Political decision making

The Dynamics of Ambivalence.  
*Thomas J Rudolph, University of Illinois

*Kimberly Nalder, California State University, Sacramento

Reconsidering Political Sophistication.  
*Shunsuke Itoh, Hakuhodo Inc.

The Causal Relationship between Motivated Political Reasoning and Cognitive, Affective & Personality Traits.  
*Julie Wronski, Stony Brook University

Chair: Beth Miller, University of Missouri-Kansas City  
Discussant: Beth Miller, University of Missouri-Kansas City

**S2.6 8F Threat, Morality, and Ideology in Groups exposed to Political Violence**  
**Room: George D. Smith**  
Section: Crisis and conflict

Intergroup Conflict Amidst Political Violence and Terrorism.  
*Daphna Canetti-Nisim, Yale University

*Davide Morselli, University of Lausanne  
Dario Spini, University of Lausanne

Terror Management, Morality, and Ethno-Political Violence.  
*Gilad Hirschberger, IDC Herzliya 
Tom Pyszczynski, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs

Interviewing The Terrorists: Reflections on Fieldwork and Implications for Moving Terrorism Data Beyond the Anecdote.  
*John Horgan, Penn State

Chair: Daphna Canetti-Nisim, Yale University  
Discussant: Guy Elcheroth, University of Lausanne

**S2.7 9G The Challenge of Inclusion: Dilemmas of Intergroup Relations in a Pluralistic Society**  
**Room: Stanford**  
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Teach Your Children Well? The Effects of Promoting Colorblindness in Elementary Schools.  
*Kristin Pauker, Stanford University 
Samuel R. Sommers, Tufts University 
Evan Apfelbaum, Northwestern University, Kellogg School of Management 
Nalini Ambady, Tufts University

The Implications of Colorblindness and Multiculturalism for Diversity and Inclusion in Organizations.  
*Victoria C. Plaut, UC Berkeley School of Law 
Kecia Thomas, University of Georgia
*Kumar Yogeeswaran, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
Nilanjana Dasgupta, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

The Diversity Paradox: When People Who Value Diversity Surround Themselves with Like-Minded Others.
*Justin D. Hackett, Claremont Graduate University
Michael A Hogg, Claremont Graduate University

Chair: Victoria C. Plaut, UC Berkeley School of Law

Discussant: Jack Glaser, UC Berkeley, Goldman School of Public Policy

S2.8 10D Cultural and Critical Perspectives
Room: Harvard
Section: New perspectives, new developments

Postcolonial Political Psychology.
*John Daniel Cash, Ashworth Program in Social Theory, University of Melbourne

Introducing culture into Critical Psychology.
*Niklas Alexander Chimirri, Freie Universität Berlin

The Ban on the Veil as a Secular and Islamic Identity-Constitutive Measure in Turkish Universities.
*Serdar Kaya, Simon Fraser University

Chair: John Daniel Cash, Ashworth Program in Social Theory, University of Melbourne

Discussant: Darren Schreiber, University of California, San Diego

S2.9 11E (I) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)
Room: Six Continents
Section: Other

SATURDAY, JULY 10 12:30 pm-1:30 pm

S3.1 ISPP Member Business Meeting (open to all)
Room: Peacock

SATURDAY, JULY 10 1:45 pm-3:15 pm

S4.1 Political Psychology Journal Roundtable (Opportunities to publish, and new editorial team's vision for the journal).
Room: Peacock

Presenters: *Helen Haste, Harvard Graduate School of Education
*Paul ’t Hart, Australian National University
*David Redlawsk, Rutgers University
*James Sidanius, Harvard University
*Eran Halperin, Stanford University, USA and IDC, Israel
*Steven B. Redd, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Chair: Alex Mintz, Lauder School of Government, IDC

S4.2 4H Majorities and Minorities in Multi-faith Communities
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political culture, identity and language

Islamic Education in Russia.
*Robert Bruce Ware, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Korea: Secularism, Sectarianism and Nationalism in a Bifurcated Nation.
*Benedict Edward DeDominicis, Walden University

Kurdish Question in Turkey: Mainstream Psychological Theories and Critical Perspectives.
*Ern Asilturk, Ottawa University

Breaking the Barrier: Indonesian Muslim Youth Internet Survey: Use of the Internet for Current Islamic and Non-Islamic Issues.
*Benina Gould, University of California Berkeley

**S4.3 5L Morality and Values**
**Room: Barclay 2**
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

An Experimental Test of Value Stability in the Mass Public.
*Erin Cassese, West Virginia University  
*Philip Michelbach, West Virginia University  
*Steven Paille, West Virginia University  
*J. Brayden Clark, West Virginia University

Moral conviction and political determination.
*Pazit Ben-Nun-Bloom, Stony Brook University

Moral Foundations of Political Issues.
*Daml Ergun, University of Minnesota  
Corrie Valentine Hunt, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Values and politics: The role of interactions and the in-group identification.
*Bojan Todosijevic, University of Twente

Chair: Beth Miller, University of Missouri-Kansas City
Discussant: Beth Miller, University of Missouri-Kansas City

**S4.4 6J Group Threat and Hierarchy-Enhancing Ideologies in a “Post-Racial” America: Implications of Neo-Liberal Denial of Racism**
**Room: Willard 2**
Section: Social inequality and social change

Preserving the racial hierarchy by denying the importance of race: White Americans’ motivated perceptions of the importance of race in the United States.
*Rebecca L Schaumberg, Stanford University  
Brian Lowery, Stanford University

What White Privilege? White Ideologies and Implications for Equitable Policy.
*Amy S Huntington, University of Connecticut  
Judy You Rong Tan, University of Connecticut, Department of Psychology  
Kristin Henkel, University of Connecticut  
Valerie Earnshaw, University of Connecticut

The Effects of Moral Credentials and Perceived Group Threat on Perceptions of Group Deservingness and Victimization.
*Judy You Rong Tan, University of Connecticut, Department of Psychology  
Amy S Huntington, University of Connecticut  
Kristin Henkel, University of Connecticut

Chairs: Judy You Rong Tan, University of Connecticut, Department of Psychology  
Amy S Huntington, University of Connecticut
Discussant: Colin W. Leach, University of Connecticut

**S4.5 7D Elite Decision Making: Global Perspectives**
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making

Denial and avoidance of impending danger: Dutch policy-makers and the Indonesian threat against New Guinea.
*Max Vittorio Metselaar, Department of Defense (DOD) (Netherlands)

Interaction between Structure and Agency in Turkish Foreign Policy: Conflicting Roles, Clashing Ideas, and Competing Priorities.
*Esra Cuhadar, Bilkent University
*Binnur Ozbek- Taner, Hamline University
Omer Ak, Bilkent University

The Role of Advisors in Foreign Policy Making of Prime Ministers: The Case of Justice and Development Party of Turkey-(2003-2009).
*Kilic B Kanat, Syracuse University

Elite decision processes and the perception of global imperatives.
*James Walter, Monash University

Chair: Philippe Josepha Johan De Vries, University of Antwerp
Discussant: Philippe Josepha Johan De Vries, University of Antwerp

S4.6 8K Looking Back to Look Forward: Social Psychological Dynamics in the Aftermath of Intergroup Violence
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Crisis and conflict

The Psychology of Victimhood: Competitive Victimhood and its Impact on Intergroup Reconciliation.
*Masi Noor, Canterbury Christ Church University
Roberto Gonzalez, Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
Samer Halabi, The Academic College of Tel-Aviv-Yaffo

When Victims Don't Become Perpetrators: The Role of Inclusive Victim Consciousness.
*Johanna Ray Vollhardt, Clark University

Healing or Opening the Wounds of the Past? Responses to the Framing of Truth Commissions.
*Gabe Twose, Clark University

Beyond Denial: Responsibility and Accountability in the Aftermath of Mass Violence.
*Rezarta Bilali, University of Massachusetts Boston

Chair: Johanna Ray Vollhardt, Clark University
Discussant: Christopher Cohrs, Queen's University Belfast

S4.7 9Y Cognitive and Social Aspects of Punishment
Room: Stanford
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Collective sanctions, group's political structure, and implicit responsibility of the members.
*Juan M. Falomir Pichastor, University of Geneva
Jacques Berent, University of Geneva
Andrea Pereira, University of Geneva
Christian Staerkle, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Fabrizio Butera, University of Lausanne

Criminals as a social group: Applying the Stereotype Content Model to the study of crime and punishment.
*Carolyn Côté-Lussier, London School of Economics
Monica M Gerber, London School of Economics and Political Science

Punitive Attitudes as Motivated Social-Cognition.
Collective narcissist's response to threat: Fight or flight?
*Aleksandra K. Cichocka, University of Warsaw
Agnieszka Golec de Zavala, Middlesex University

Chair: Juan M. Falomir Pichastor, University of Geneva

S4.8 11A The Moral and the Political
Room: Harvard
Section: Other

Discursive Strategies of Ethical Self Construction.
Eri Park, The London School of Economics
Dwight D. Eisenhower, His Mother and the Love of Peace.
*Robert Gilbert, Northeastern University

My son is a combat soldier: The story of Israeli Russian immigrant—and religious and non-religious native born parents.
*Emda Orr, Ben Gurion University of the Negev

Personality and Liberalism: Using the "Big Five" to Predict Liberal Ideological Orientation.
*Hovannes Abramyan, UCLA

Chair: Emda Orr, Ben Gurion University of the Negev

S4.9 11E (II) Personality and Political Behavior (Workshop: 10:45 to 5:00)
Room: Six Continents
Section: Other

Presenter: *Jerrold M. Post, The George Washington University

SATURDAY, JULY 10 3:30 pm-5:00 pm

S5.1 5J Ideology
Room: Barclay 2
Section: Electoral behaviour, political communication and public opinion

Discrete Emotions and Ideological Polarization.
*Todd K Hartman, Appalachian State University
Christopher Weber, Louisiana State University

Epistemic and Relational Underpinnings of Attitudes and Persuasion Across the Ideological Spectrum.
*Margarita Krochik, New York University
John Jost, New York University

Reconsidering the Moral Foundations of Ideology.
*Damla Ergun, University of Minnesota
Christopher Federico, Department of Psychology, University of Minnesota
Corrie Valentine Hunt, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
*Christopher Weber, Louisiana State University

Revealing the Continuous Nature of Threat Perception in Liberals and Conservatives.
*Mark Mills, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
*Michael W. Gruszczynski, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Chair: Darren Schreiber, University of California, San Diego
Discussant: Darren Schreiber, University of California, San Diego

S5.2 6K Power Dynamics: Implications of Power Basis Theory for Gender Equality, Stereotypes, Health and
Political Culture
Room: Willard 2
Section: Social inequality and social change

Testing the Gendered Power Model in Married Couples: Gender differences in kinds of power and in fungibility of power.
*Elena Morales, Rosa Rodríguez-Bailón, University of Granada
Miguel Moya, University of Granada
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut

Experimental evidence that imposing risks and costs on males for heterosexual activity can increase social equality and survival rates.
*Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut
Eileen V. Pitpitan, University of Connecticut

Political “Culture” changes what kinds of power predict survival and subjective well-being in an experimental game.
*Andrew Lee Stewart, University of Connecticut
Eileen V. Pitpitan, University of Connecticut
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut

Person Perception Stemming from how others use Four Kinds of Power and implications for stereotype theories.
*Eileen V. Pitpitan, University of Connecticut
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut
I-Ching Lee, National Cheng-Chi University

Chairs: Eileen V. Pitpitan, University of Connecticut
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut

S5.3 7L The Political Psychology of Legislative Issues
Room: Barclay 1
Section: Political decision making

Dogmatism, Partisanship, and Styles of Political Representation in the US Congress.
*David Barker, University of Pittsburgh
Christopher Carman, University of Strathclyde

How the Perceptions and Personalities of Legislators Affect Executive-Legislative Conflict in Foreign Policy.
*Scott Crichlow, West Virginia University
Mark Schafer, Louisiana State University

If You Liked Senate Amendment 235, You Might Also Enjoy...: Congressional Cue-Taking as Pattern Recognition.
*Justin H. Gross, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The Racialization of Health Care: How President Obama Polarizes Public Opinion by Race and Racial Attitudes.
*Michael Tesler, UCLA
David O. Sears, UCLA

Chair: David Barker, University of Pittsburgh

S5.4 7E Topics to Avoid at the Dinner Table: The Interconnections of Morality, Religion, and Politics
Room: Willard 1
Section: Political decision making

Moral and Religious Convictions had Distinct Effects on People's Intentions to Vote in the 2008 U.S. Presidential Election.
*G. Scott Morgan, University of Illinois at Chicago
Linda J. Skitka, University of Illinois at Chicago
Daniel Wisneski, University of Illinois at Chicago

The Search for Libertarian Morality.
*Ravi Iyer, University Of Southern California
Spassena Koleva, University of California Irvine
Jesse Graham, University of Virginia
Understanding the Moral and Religious Foundations of Political Attitudes.
*Linda J. Skitka, University of Illinois at Chicago
G. Scott Morgan, University of Illinois at Chicago
Daniel Wisneski, University of Illinois at Chicago
Chair: G. Scott Morgan, University of Illinois at Chicago

S5.5 8J Collective Violence and Internal Dissent
Room: George D. Smith
Section: Crisis and conflict
Exit, voice, and the construction of national loyalty and betrayal: Why are there no “critical patriots” in post-war Croatia?
*Sandra Penic, University of Lausanne
Guy Elcheroth, University of Lausanne
Mobilizing against the war, mobilizing for independence: The invasion of Iraq, political communication, and the Scottish electorate.
*Guy Elcheroth, University of Lausanne
Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews
Inclusive and exclusive victim consciousness: Clashing views of ingroup victimization?
*Johanna Ray Vollhardt, Clark University
Chair: Guy Elcheroth, University of Lausanne
Discussant: Stephen Reicher, University of St Andrews

S5.6 9O Social Determinants of Political Beliefs
Room: Peacock
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations
Fair or Equal? The Relations between Procedural Fairness and the Acceptance of Social Inequalities.
*Avital Mentovich, PhD student for Social Psychology at NYU
Tom Tyler, New York University
Political Solidarity in Context: Social Status, Normative Beliefs and Welfare Attitudes across European Countries.
*Tiina Joanna Likki, University of Lausanne
Christian Staerklé, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Régis Scheidegger, University of Lausanne
*Samer Halabi, The Academic College of Tel-Aviv-Yaffo
Nadler Arie, Tel Aviv University
John Dovidio, Yale University
Masi Noor, Canterbury Christ Church University
Nationalist attitudes in Serbia: Social, psychological and ideological roots.
*Bojan Todosijevic, University of Twente
Chair: Bojan Todosijevic, University of Twente
Discussant: John Dixon, University of Lancaster, UK

**S5.7 9M Group Differences and Polarisation within the National Community**
**Room: Stanford**
Section: Intergroup and intragroup relations

Dynamics and Trends in Social Group Polarization.
*Christopher Muste, University of Montana*

*Thomas Craemer, University of Connecticut, Department of Public Policy*

Multiculturalism and Nationhood: Does recognizing difference build unity in America?
*Richard K Herrmann, The Ohio State University*

We’re all in this together? Assessing inter-racial competition and coalitional prospects.
Matt Barreto, University of Washington
*Benjamin Fontaine Gonzalez, University of Washington*

Chair: Benjamin Fontaine Gonzalez, University of Washington

**S5.8 11C Political Psychology and Psychohistory**
This index is a list of presenters, co-authors (including those not attending the conference), discussants, and panel chairs. It is not a list of attendees of the conference. Individuals are listed by surname and then first name, in alphabetical order. The list contains each individual’s major affiliation (when provided), email address, the sessions in which he/she is included, and the page numbers where sessions appear in the program.

Aaroe, Lene  
Department of Political Science, University of Aarhus  
leneaaroe@ps.au.dk  
Sessions: W1.3, T6.3

Abendschön, Simone  
Goethe University Frankfurt  
abendschoen@soz.uni-frankfurt.de  
Sessions: T3.4

Abrams, Dominic  
University of Kent at Canterbury  
D.Abrams@kent.ac.uk  
Sessions: W5.5

Abramyan, Hovannes  
UCLA  
habramyan@ucla.edu  
Sessions: S4.8

Abykeeva, Asel Zamirbekovna  
CAFMI  
aselya@freemarket.kg  
Sessions: F2.3

Adelman, Janice R.  
Claremont Graduate University  
janice.adelman@cgu.edu  
Sessions: W1.3, F5.1, S1.1

Adelman, Levi  
University of Massachusetts- Amherst  
ladelman@student.umass.edu  
Sessions: T5.1

Ak, Omer  
Bilkent University  
omerak@karatekin.edu.tr  
Sessions: S4.5

Al Ramiah, Ananthi  
University of Oxford  
ananthi.alramiah@psy.ox.ac.uk  
Sessions: W4.1, F1.8, S1.8

Albaz, Nasser  
School of Psychology, Queen's University Belfast  
nalbaz01@qub.ac.uk  
Sessions: W2.7

Albertson, Bethany
luca.andrighetto@unimib.it  
Sessions: T5.1

Anex, Emmanuelle  
University of Lausanne  
emmanuelle.anex@unil.ch  
Sessions: T5.1

Apfelbaum, Evan  
Northwestern University, Kellogg School of Management  
e-apfelbaum@kellogg.northwestern.edu  
Sessions: S2.7

Araki, Yoshinobu  
Musashino University  
y_araki@musashino-u.ac.jp  
Sessions: F5.5

Aramovich, Nicholas  
University of Illinois at Chicago  
naramo2@uic.edu  
Sessions: S5.4

Arbuckle, Nathan L  
The Ohio State University  
arbuckle.6@buckeyemail.osu.edu  
Sessions: F1.7, F4.6

Arian, Ofer  
The Academic College of Emek Yezreel  
ofer.arian@gmail.com  
Sessions: F2.6

Arie, Nadler  
Tel Aviv University  
aire@freud.tau.ac.il  
Sessions: S5.6

Armistead, Lisa  
Georgia State University  
PSYLXA@langate.gsu.edu  
Sessions: S2.2

Ascher, William  
Claremont McKenna College  
william.ascher@cmc.edu  
Sessions: F2.9

Asliturk, Ersin  
Ottawa University  
ersinasliturk@gmail.com  
Sessions: S4.2

Auerbach, Yehudith  
Bar Ilan University  
auerby@mail.biu.ac.il  
Sessions: W2.2

Baas, Larry R  
Valparaiso University  
Larry.Baas@Valpo.edu  
Sessions: F2.9

Balzer, Amanda  
University of Nebraska-Lincoln  
amanda.balzer@huskers.unl.edu  
Sessions: T6.3

Banfield, Jillian  
University of Waterloo  
jbanfiel@uwaterloo.ca  
Sessions: W2.6

Banks, Antoine  
University of Maryland  
abanks@gvpt.umd.edu  
Sessions: F4.5

Barber, Brian K  
University of Tennessee Center for the Study of Youth and  
Political Violence  
bkbarber@gmail.com  
Sessions: T5.1

Bardi, Anat  
Royal Holloway University of London  
Anat.Bardi@rhul.ac.uk  
Sessions: W5.8

Barker, David  
University of Pittsburgh  
dbarker@pitt.edu  
Sessions: S5.3

Barreto, Matt  
University of Washington  
mbarreto@washington.edu  
Sessions: S5.7

Barrett, Martyn  
University of Surrey  
m.barrett@surrey.ac.uk  
Sessions: T3.2

Barry, Colleen L  
Yale University School of Public Health  
colleen.barry@yale.edu  
Sessions: T2.4

Baum, Steven K.  
Journal for the study of antisemitism  
skbaum@comcast.net  
Sessions: T2.7

Beaudoin, Melissa M.C.  
University of South Carolina  
homebeau@yahoo.com  
Sessions: T3.6

Beisel, David  
SUNY-RCC  
dbsj@optonline.net  
Sessions: S5.8

Ben-Nun-Bloom, Pazit  
Stony Brook University  
pbennun@notes.cc.sunysb.edu  
Sessions: S4.3

Benbenaste, Narciso  
Professor at University of Buenos Aires  
quirurgicos@medsfl.com.ar
Sessions: T3.1

Bercovitch, Jacob
University of Canterbury
jacob.bercovitch@canterbury.ac.nz
Sessions: T2.6, T3.6

Berent, Jacques
University of Geneva
berent5@etu.unige.ch
Sessions: S4.7

Berkley, Lisa A.
Self-Employed
laberkley@gmail.com
Sessions: W2.9, F4.7

Bershadsky, Romina Paola
University of Buenos Aires Argentina
romina@medsrl.com.ar
Sessions: T3.1

Best, Heinrich Hugo
University of Jena, Germany
heinrich.best@uni-jena.de
Sessions: S1.2

Bikmen, Nida
Denison University
bikmenn@denison.edu
Sessions: W4.1

Bilali, Rezarta
University of Massachusetts Boston
rezarta.bilali@umb.edu
Sessions: F5.3, S4.6

Bilewicz, Michał
University of Warsaw
bilewicz@psych.uw.edu.pl
Sessions: T2.7, F4.6

Billig, Michael
Loughborough University
M.G.Billig@lboro.ac.uk
Sessions: W5.2

Binks, Eve
Liverpool Hope University
binkse@hope.ac.uk
Sessions: S1.6

Bizumic, Boris
Australian National University
boris.bizumic@anu.edu.au
Sessions: F1.7

Blackwood, Leda
St Andrews University
lmb11@st-andrews.ac.uk
Sessions: W2.7

Blais, André
Université de Montréal
andre.blais@umontreal.ca
Sessions: F2.4

Blaylock, Dani
Queen’s University Belfast
d.blaylock@qub.ac.uk
Sessions: T2.8, T3.8

Blinder, Scott
University of Oxford
scott.blinder@politics.ox.ac.uk
Sessions: W1.7, F1.2

Bobbio, Andrea
Department of Applied Psychology, University of Padua, Italy
andrea.bobbio@unipd.it
Sessions: T5.1

Boehm, Maya Athene
University of Leipzig, Germany
Maya.Boehm@web.de
Sessions: S1.6

Bolak Boratav, Hale Cihan
Istanbul Bilgi University
hbolak@bilgi.edu.tr
Sessions: T2.1

Bonham, Matt
Maxwell School of Syracuse University
gbonham@maxwell.syr.edu
Sessions: W1.2

Boos, Margarete
Universität Göttingen
mboos@gwdg.de
Sessions: F1.1

Borgida, Eugene
University of Minnesota
borgi001@umn.edu
Sessions: W5.9

Botindari, Lucia
University of St Andrews
lb70@st-andrews.ac.uk
Sessions: W5.4

Boyd, Richard
Wesleyan University
rboyd@wesleyan.edu
Sessions: S1.5

Braddock, Kurt Howard
International Center for the Study of Terrorism, Penn State University
kjh125@psu.edu
Sessions: W1.6

Brader, Ted
University of Michigan
tbrader@umich.edu
Sessions: F1.3, F5.7

Braga, Leticia
Harvard Graduate School of Education
ljb700@mail.harvard.edu
Sessions: S2.1
Sessions: S1.9

Dewey, Aaron
University of California, Santa Cruz
adewey@ucsc.edu
Sessions: F1.1

Sessions: F1.3

Ditonto, Tessa
Rutgers University
tditonto@eden.rutgers.edu
Sessions: F1.3

Sessions: T5.1

Ditto, Peter
University of California-Irvine
phdิตitto@uci.edu
Sessions: T5.1

Sessions: S5.6

Dixon, John
University of Lancaster, UK
dixon.jal1@googlemail.com
Sessions: S5.6

Sessions: T5.1

Do, Lynna
Walden University
lynna@lynnado.com
Sessions: T5.1

Sessions: T5.1

Dobewall, Henrik
University of Tartu
dobewall@ut.ee
Sessions: F5.8

Sessions: F5.8

Doliński, Dariusz
Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences
dariusz.dolinski@swps.edu.pl
Sessions: T5.1

Sessions: T5.1

Dominguez-Fuentes, Juan Manuel
University of Malaga
jmdominguezf@uma.es
Sessions: T5.1

Sessions: T5.1

Dornschneider, Stephanie
Graduate Institute of International Studies (Geneva, Switzerland)
Stephanie.Dornschneider@graduateinstitute.ch
Sessions: W2.7

Sessions: W2.7

Dover, Tessa
Claremont McKenna College
tdover11@students.claremontmckenna.edu
Sessions: F1.6

Sessions: W1.2, T5.1

Duckitt, John
University of Auckland
j.duckitt@auckland.ac.nz
Sessions: T5.1

Sessions: F2.4, S1.5

Dumitrescu, Delia
Universite de Montreal
delia.dumitrescu@umontreal.ca
Sessions: F2.4, S1.5

Sessions: T3.9

Duncan, Lauren
Psychology Department, Smith College
lduncan@email.smith.edu
Sessions: T3.9

Sessions: T6.8

Dunwoody, Philip T.
Juniata College
dunwoody@juniata.edu
Sessions: T6.8

Sessions: W5.5, T2.1, T3.1

Durante, Federica
Universit`a di Milano-Bicocca
federica.durante@unimib.it
Sessions: T5.1

Sessions: W5.5, T2.1, T3.1

Durrheim, Kevin
University of KwaZulu-Natal
durrheim@ukzn.ac.za
Sessions: W5.5, T2.1, T3.1

Sessions: W1.2, T5.1

Dywan, Jane
Brock University
jdywan@brocku.ca
Sessions: W1.5

Sessions: W5.5, T2.1, T3.1

Earnshaw, Valerie
University of Connecticut
valerie.earnshaw@gmail.com
Sessions: S4.4

Sessions: W1.2, T5.1

Eccleston, Alison
University of Massachusetts- Amherst
alison.eccleston@gmail.com
Sessions: T5.1

Sessions: W2.6

Eicher, Veronique
University of Fribourg Switzerland, Department of Psychology
vero@eicher.lu
Sessions: W1.1

Sessions: W2.6

Eidelson, Scott
University of Arkansas
eidelson@uark.edu
Sessions: W2.6

Sessions: W5.5

Elcheroth, Guy
University of Lausanne
guy.elcheroth@unil.ch
Sessions: W5.5

Sessions: S2.6, S5.5

Elovitz, Paul H.
Clio's Psyche & Ramapo College
pelovitz@aol.com
Sessions: S2.6, S5.5
Sessions: S5.8
Elsin, Sara Beth
RAND Corporation
belson@rand.org
Sessions: T5.1

Emler, Nicholas
University of Surrey
n.emler@surrey.ac.uk
Sessions: T3.2, S2.1

Ergun, Damla
University of Minnesota
ergu0003@umn.edu
Sessions: W1.5, S4.3, S5.1

Erisen, Cengiz
California Polytechnic State University
cengiz.erisen@gmail.com
Sessions: S1.9

Erisen, Elif
Cal Poly State University
eerisen@calpoly.edu
Sessions: W2.9, T2.3

Etzersdorfer, Irene
University of Vienna and Donau Universität Krems
irene.etzersdorfer@univie.ac.at
Sessions: T3.6

Evgenyeva, Tatiana
Moscow State University, Department of Political Science
etv133@mail.ru
Sessions: F2.1

Faas, Thorsten
University of Mannheim
thorsten.faas@uni-mannheim.de
Sessions: T3.3, S2.2

Fabri, Mary
Heartland Alliance Marjorie Kovler Center
mrfabri@hotmail.com
Sessions: F2.5

Fagbadebo, Omololu
Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Nigeria
tomololu@oauife.edu.ng
Sessions: T2.1

Falomir Pichastor, Juan M.
University of Geneva
Juan.Falomir@unige.ch
Sessions: S4.7

Farzan-Kashani, Julian
University of California, Santa Cruz
juliansartre@gmail.com
Sessions: F1.1

Fasal, Nicole
University of Lausanne
nicole.fasel@unil.ch
Sessions: W1.7, S1.8

Federico, Christopher
Department of Psychology, University of Minnesota
federico@umn.edu
Sessions: W1.5, S5.1

Feierabend, Ivo K.
San Diego State University
feiera@aol.com
Sessions: W4.3

Feldman, Ofer
Doshisha University
ofeldman@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
Sessions: T2.3

Feldman, Stanley
Department of Political Science, Stony Brook University
stanley.feldman@sunysb.edu
Sessions: W1.5, W4.9

Ferguson, Melissa J
Cornell University
mjf44@cornell.edu
Sessions: T6.6

Ferguson, Neil
Liverpool Hope University
fergusn@hope.ac.uk
Sessions: F5.4

Fernando, Julian
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j.fernando1@pgrad.unimelb.edu.au
Sessions: F4.5

Feygina, Irina
New York University
irina.feygina@nyu.edu
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University of Minnesota
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UC Irvine
mfisher@uci.edu
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Stanford University
jfishkin@stanford.edu
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Flattau, Jeremy
Flattau Associates, LLC
jflattau@flattauassociates.com
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Fleischmann, Fenella
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Fenella.Fleischmann@psy.kuleuven.be
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Sessions: W5.8, T6.3, F2.8, S5.1  

Hartney, Michael Thomas  
University of Notre Dame  
mhartney@nd.edu  
Sessions: W5.6  

Haslam, Alexander  
University of Exeter  
A.Haslam@exeter.ac.uk  
Sessions: W4.6  

Hassin, Ran  
Hebrew University  
rhassin@huji.ac.il  
Sessions: T6.6  

Haste, Helen  
Harvard Graduate School of Education  
helhaste@aol.com  
Sessions: W4.2, W5.2, F4.2, F5.9, S1.4, S4.1  

Hatemi, Peter K  
University of Iowa
phatem@gmail.com  Sessions: W5.6, T3.4, T6.4, F5.5
Haye, Andres
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
ahaye@uc.cl  Sessions: T6.8
Heath, Anthony
Department of Sociology
Anthony.heath@nuffield.ox.ac.uk  Sessions: F4.4
Henkel, Kristin
University of Connecticut
kristin.henkel@gmail.com  Sessions: S4.4
Hennes, Erin
New York University
eph231@nyu.edu  Sessions: F4.3
Herold, Claudia
Friedrich Schiller University Jena
claudia.herold@uni-jena.de  Sessions: W1.5
Herrmann, Richard K
The Ohio State University
herrmann.1@osu.edu  Sessions: S5.7
Hewstone, Miles
University of Oxford
miles.hewstone@psy.ox.ac.uk  Sessions: W4.1, F1.8, F4.4, S1.8
Hibbing, John
University of Nebraska
jhibbing1@unlnotes.unl.edu  Sessions: W1.8
Hindwan, Sudhir Chander
Govt. College, Panjab University, Chandigarh, India
schindwan@sify.com  Sessions: W5.1, T6.5
Hirschberger, Gilad
IDC Herzliya
hirschg@gmail.com  Sessions: T2.5, S2.6
Ho, Arnold K.
Harvard University
arnoldho@fas.harvard.edu  Sessions: S1.8
Hogan, Amy
University of Bath
amylhogan@gmail.com  Sessions: W4.2
Hogg, Michael A
Claremont Graduate University
michael.hogg@cgu.edu  Sessions: W1.3, S2.7
Holbrook, Thomas M.
UW-Milwaukee
holbroo@uwm.edu  Sessions: W1.4
Hombrados, M. Isabel
University of Malaga (Spain)
mhombrados@uma.es  Sessions: T5.1
Hopkins, Nick
University of Dundee
n.p.hopkins@dundee.ac.uk  Sessions: W2.7
Horgan, John
Penn State
terrorism@psu.edu  Sessions: W1.6, S2.6
Hove, Jennifer
University of Toronto
j.hove@utoronto.ca  Sessions: W2.4
Huddy, Leonie
Stony Brook University
leonie.huddy@sunysb.edu  Sessions: W1.3, F5.7
Hunt, Corrie Valentine
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
hunt0400@umn.edu  Sessions: W1.5, S4.3, S5.1
Huntington, Amy S
University of Connecticut
amy.huntington@uconn.edu  Sessions: S4.4
Hurst, Rebecca
University of Oklahoma
rhurst@ou.edu  Sessions: T5.1
Ichilov, Orit
Tel-Aviv University
ichilov@post.tau.ac.il  Sessions: S1.4
Imhoff, Roland
University of Bonn
rimhoff@uni-bonn.de  Sessions: T2.7, F4.7
Immelman, Aubrey
St. John's University (MN)
aimmelman@csbsju.edu  Sessions: F4.8
Inan, Ece
Marmara University Faculty of Communications
yecekoklu@marmara.edu.tr  Sessions: S2.2
Kay, Aaron
University of Waterloo
ackay@uwaterloo.ca
Sessions: W2.6

Kaya, Serdar
Simon Fraser University
skaka99@sfu.ca
Sessions: S2.8

Kayaoglu, Aysel
Anadolu University
aysel68@yahoo.com
Sessions: W4.6

Keller, Amanda M
University of Iowa
Amanda-Keller@uiowa.edu
Sessions: F5.5

Kempf, Wilhelm
University of Konstanz
wilhelm.kempf@uni-konstanz.de
Sessions: T2.7, T3.7

Khan, Sammyh
University of Dundee, Scotland
unknown@unknown.com
Sessions: T2.8

Kim, So Young
Korea Advanced Institute of Science & Technology
soyoungkim@kaist.ac.kr
Sessions: W1.8

Kimhi, Shaul
Prof. Shaul Kimhi, Head of Department of Psychology, Tel Hai Academic College, Israel
shaul@shamir.org.il
Sessions: T2.5

Kindervater, Angela
University of Hamburg
a.kindervater@t-online.de
Sessions: T6.8

King, Cynthia
Nova Southeastern University
cyngy4@gmail.com
Sessions: S2.2

Kinnvall, Catarina
Lund University
catarina.kinnvall@svet.lu.se
Sessions: W5.3, F4.2

Kiselev, Igor Yu
Yaroslavl State University (Russia)
kisselev@univ.uniyar.ac.ru
Sessions: T3.1, T6.1, F5.2

Klandermans, Bert
Sociology, VU, University of Amsterdam
pg.klandermans@fsw.vu.nl
Sessions: T2.8, F4.1, S2.3

Klein, Olivier
Université Libre de Bruxelles
oklein@ulb.ac.be
Sessions: F4.1

Klicperova-Baker, Martina
Institute of Psychology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
klicperovabaker@gmail.com
Sessions: W4.3, T5.1

Kofa, Mirek
Warsaw University, Psychology Faculty
kofa@psych.uw.edu.pl
Sessions: W4.8

Koleva, Spassena
University of California Irvine
sena.koleva@gmail.com
Sessions: T5.1, S5.4

Kopec, Malgorzata
Jagiellonian University
malgosia@apple.phils.uj.edu.pl
Sessions: W4.9

Kopf, Johannes M.
University of Bamberg
johanneskopf@gmx.de
Sessions: T2.7

Kosowska, Malgorzata
Jagiellonian University
malgosia@apple.phils.uj.edu.pl
Sessions: W4.9

Kovacevic, Filip
University of Montenegro
filip@ac.me
Sessions: T6.2

Kovalyova, Natalia
University of Texas at Austin
nvk@mail.utexas.edu
Sessions: W1.2, W5.7, T6.5

Kraft, Robert Nathaniel
Otterbein College
rkraft@otterbein.edu
Sessions: W2.9

Krasnow, Max
UCSB
krasnow@psych.ucsb.edu
Sessions: T6.4

Kreidie, Lina H
University of Ca, Irvine
lkreidie@uci.edu
Sessions: W2.2

Kriger, Miriam
FLACSO (Argentina)
mkriger@gmail.com
Sessions: W4.2
Krochik, Margarita
New York University
mkrochik@nyu.edu
Sessions: S5.1

Krosnick, Jon A.
Stanford University
krosnick@stanford.edu
Sessions: W5.6, S2.2

Krupnikov, Yanna
Indiana University
ykrupnik@indiana.edu
Sessions: W5.4, F2.8

Kteily, Nour
Harvard University
nkteily@fas.harvard.edu
Sessions: F1.6

Kucharski, Anastasia
Harvard
kucharski.a@gmail.com
Sessions: F4.8

Kurowski, Kyle
University of Minnesota
kurow006@umn.edu
Sessions: W1.5

Kwok, Janet
Harvard Graduate School of Education
jyk793@mail.harvard.edu
Sessions: T5.1, F5.9

Kämpfe, Dr Nicole
Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany
nicole.kaempfe@uni-jena.de
Sessions: S1.7

Labrecque, Charles-Louis
Université Laval, Department of political science
charles-louis.labrecque.1@ulaval.ca
Sessions: T5.1

Leach, Colin W.
University of Connecticut
colin.leach@uconn.edu
Sessions: W2.3, T3.9, S4.4

Leclerc, Ryan
University of Michigan
rleclerc@umich.edu
Sessions: W2.2

Lederer, Gerda
New School University
drglederer@verizon.net
Sessions: T6.8

Ledgerwood, Alison
University of California, Davis
aledgerwood@ucdavis.edu
Sessions: W4.8, T5.1

Lee, I-Ching
National Cheng-Chi University
iclee@nccu.edu.tw
Sessions: F1.6, S5.2

Lelkes, Yphtach
Stanford University
yelkes@stanford.edu
Sessions: T6.7, S2.2

Levin, Shana
Claremont McKenna College
slevin@cmc.edu
Sessions: W1.3, F1.6, S1.8

Levine, Adam Seth
University of Michigan
adamseth@umich.edu
Sessions: W5.4

Levinson, Meira
Harvard Graduate School of Education
meira_levinson@harvard.edu
Sessions: F1.1, F5.9

Levitan, Lindsey Clark
Stony Brook University
Lindsey.levitan@stonybrook.edu
Sessions: F4.6

Lieberfeld, Daniel
Duquesne University
lieberfeld@duq.edu
Sessions: T3.5

Likki, Tiina Joanna
University of Lausanne
tiina.liikki@unil.ch
Sessions: S5.6

Littvay, Levente
Central European University
littvayl@ceu-budapest.edu
Sessions: F5.5

Livert, David
Penn State University, Lehigh Valley
del11@psu.edu
Sessions: W2.1

Livingstone, Andrew
Cardiff University
livingstoneag@Cardiff.ac.uk
Sessions: W4.6

Lizotte, Mary-Kate
Birmingham Southern College
mlizotte@bsc.edu
Sessions: F1.2

Lodge, Milton
Stony Brook University
milton.lodge@StonyBrook.edu
Sessions: W4.9

Lopez, Anthony C
Brown University
anthony_lopez@brown.edu
Sessions: W1.8

Lopez, Cesar
Autonoma University
cesh32@hotmail.com
Sessions: W4.2

Lowe, Rob
Limerick
scholarflowerlady@gmail.com
Sessions: F5.4

Lowenstein, Hila
Bar Ilan university
hilalow@gmail.com
Sessions: W2.2

Lowery, Brian
Stanford University
lowery_brian@gsb.stanford.edu
Sessions: S4.4

Luks, Samantha
YouGovPolimetrix
sam.luks@yougov.com
Sessions: S1.9

Lundasen, Susanne
Erst Sköndal University College
susanne.lundasen@gmail.com
Sessions: T2.2

Luskin, Robert C.
University of Texas at Austin
rluskin@mail.utexas.edu
Sessions: W5.4, T6.4

Lyle, Monique
University of Michigan
lylemoni@umich.edu
Sessions: W2.8, T2.4

Lyons, Evanthia
Queen's University Belfast
e.lyons@qub.ac.uk
Sessions: W2.7, T5.1

Lytle, Brad
University of Illinois at Chicago
blytle1@uic.edu
Sessions: S5.4

Magradze, Guguli
Tbilisi State University
gugulimagradze@yahoo.com
Sessions: T6.1

Maier, Jürgen
U of Koblenz-Landau
maierj@uni-landau.de
Sessions: T3.3, S2.2

Maio, Gregory
School of Psychology, Cardiff University
maio@cardiff.ac.uk
Sessions: F4.4

Malahy, Lori
University of Washington
loriwu@u.washington.edu
Sessions: F5.8

Malhotra, Neil
Stanford University
neilm@stanford.edu
Sessions: W1.1

Malka, Ari
Yeshiva University
amalka@yu.edu
Sessions: T6.7, S2.2

Mamedli, Irana M
mammedliirana@yahoo.com
Sessions: W5.1

Manganelli, Anna Maria
Department of Applied Psychology, University of Padua,
Italy
annamaria.manganelli@unipd.it
Sessions: T5.1
Manzi, Jorge M.  
Universidad Catolica de Chile, Dept. of Psychology  
jorgemanz@gmail.com  
Sessions: S1.9

Margalit, Yotam  
Columbia University  
ym2297@columbia.edu  
Sessions: W1.1

Mari, Silvia  
University of Milano-Bicocca  
silvia.mari@unimib.it  
Sessions: T5.1

Marinho, Cristina  
Loughborough University  
C.M.Da-Silva-Marinho@lboro.ac.uk  
Sessions: W5.2

Markovik, Marijana Vladimir  
Institute for Sociological, Political and Juridical Research  
marijana@isppi.ukim.edu.mk  
Sessions: S2.1

Martin, Adam  
University of California, Irvine  
abmartin@uci.edu  
Sessions: F2.2, F5.4

Martin, Daniela  
Penn State University, Brandywine  
dzm11@psu.edu  
Sessions: W2.1

Mason, Lilliana  
Stony Brook University  
lillianahall@gmail.com  
Sessions: W1.3

Mastors, Elena M  
APUS  
emastors1@yahoo.com  
Sessions: F1.8

Matthews, Miriam  
Claremont Graduate University  
miriam.matthews@cgu.edu  
Sessions: F1.6

Matulessy, Dr. Andik  
Faculty of Psychology 17 August 1945 University  
(UNTAG) Surabaya, Indonesia  
pakandik@hotmail.com ; andik_matulessy@yahoo.com  
Sessions: F1.7

McAuley, James White  
University of Huddersfield  
j.w.mcauley@hud.ac.uk  
Sessions: T3.8, S1.2

McCauley, Clark  
Bryn Mawr College  
cmccauley@brynmawr.edu  
Sessions: F2.7

McConochie, William  
Political Psychology Research, Inc.  
Bill@Politicalpsychologyresearch.com  
Sessions: T5.1, F2.5

McDermott, Rose  
UCSB  
rmcdermott@polsci.ucsb.edu  
Sessions: T6.4, F2.2

McDonald, Melissa  
Michigan State University  
mcdon348@msu.edu  
Sessions: F1.6

McFarland, Sam  
Western Kentucky University  
sam.mcfarland@wk.edu  
Sessions: T2.9, T3.9, F1.7

McKeown, Shelley  
University of Ulster  
shelley.mckeown@gmail.com  
Sessions: W5.8

McNamara, Niamh  
University of Limerick  
niamh.mcnamara@ul.ie  
Sessions: W2.8

Medeiros, Mike  
Université de Montréal  
mike.medeiros@umontreal.ca  
Sessions: T2.5

Meffert, Michael  
Leiden University  
mmeffert@gmail.com  
Sessions: S1.3

Mendelberg, Tali  
Princeton University  
talin@princeton.edu  
Sessions: W4.4

Menegatti, Michela  
University of Bologna  
m.menegatti@unibo.it  
Sessions: W1.2

Mentovich, Avital  
NYU  
mentovich@nyu.edu  
Sessions: W2.6, S5.6

Merolla, Jennifer L  
Claremont Graduate University  
jennifer.merolla@cgu.edu  
Sessions: W2.4

Merrick, Janna  
University of South Florida  
merrick@cas.usf.edu  
Sessions: W2.9

Merrilees, Christine E
University of Notre Dame
cmerrile@nd.edu
Sessions: T5.1

Metselaar, Max Vittorio
Department of Defense (Netherlands)
maxmetselaar@hotmail.com
Sessions: F1.5, S4.5

Meur, Elisabeth
Namur University
elisabeth.meur@fundp.ac.be
Sessions: T2.5

Michelbach, Philip
West Virginia University
philip.michelbach@mail.wvu.edu
Sessions: S4.3

Milburn, Michael A.
University of Massachusetts/Boston
michael.milburn@umb.edu
Sessions: W5.6, T5.1

Miller, Beth
University of Missouri-Kansas City
millerel@umkc.edu
Sessions: T2.4, S2.5, S4.3

Mills, Mark
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
mark.mills2@huskers.unl.edu
Sessions: S5.1

Minescu, Anca
University of Limerick
Anca.Minescu@ul.ie
Sessions: F4.1, S1.8

Mintz, Alex
Lauder School of Government, IDC
mintz.alex@idc.ac.il
Sessions: S4.1

Mitte, PD Dr Kristin
Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany
kritin.mitte@uni-jena.de
Sessions: T5.1, S1.7

Mo, Cecilia Hyunjung
Graduate School of Business, Stanford University
chmo@stanford.edu
Sessions: W1.1

Mohhaisen, Khalaf Nassar
United Arab Emirates University
khalafnassar@yahoo.com
Sessions: W4.3

Moir, James
University of Abertay Dundee
j.moir@abertay.ac.uk
Sessions: S2.1

Moiseeva, Irina
Moscow State University
irina.movses@gmail.com
Sessions: F2.3

Molina, Ludwin
University of Kansas
ludwin@ku.edu
Sessions: W2.3, F1.6, S1.8

Monaci, Maria Grazia
University of Valle d’Aosta
m.monaci@univa.it
Sessions: T5.1

Monroe, Kristen Renwick
University of California, Irvine
krmonroe@uci.edu
Sessions: W5.3, F2.2

Monson, Quin
Brigham Young University
quin.monson@byu.edu
Sessions: S1.9

Morales, Elena
Universidad de Huelva
elena.morales@dpsi.uhu.es
Sessions: T5.1, S5.2

Morgan, G. Scott
University of Illinois at Chicago
gmorga2@uic.edu
Sessions: S5.4

Morrell, Michael E
University of Connecticut
michael.morrell@uconn.edu
Sessions: W4.4

Morselli, Davide
University of Lausanne
davide.morselli@unil.ch
Sessions: W4.6, S1.7, S2.6

Moskalenko, Sophia
National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (NC-START)
smoskale@gmail.com
Sessions: T5.1

Moya, Miguel
University of Granada
mmoya@ugr.es
Sessions: S5.2

Muldoon, Orla
University of Limerick
orla.muldoon@ul.ie
Sessions: W2.8, W4.1, T2.8, T3.8, F5.4

Muste, Christopher
University of Montana
christopher.muste@umontana.edu
Sessions: W2.1, S5.7

Muder, Ali
RAND
Oyamot, Clifton
San Jose State University
clifton.oyamot@sjus.edu
Sessions: W5.9

Oztekeci-Taner, Binnur
Hamline University
bozkececitaner01@gw.hamline.edu
Sessions: S4.5

Packer, Dominic
Lehigh University

Ottati, Victor C
Loyola University Chicago
vottati@luc.edu
Sessions: T5.1

Oxendine, Alina
Hamline University
aosexendine01@hamline.edu
Sessions: F5.6

Ozkececi-Taner, Binnur
Hamline University
bozkececitaner01@gw.hamline.edu
Sessions: S4.5

Oyamot, Clifton
San Jose State University
clifton.oyamot@sjus.edu
Sessions: W5.9

Oztekeci-Taner, Binnur
Hamline University
bozkececitaner01@gw.hamline.edu
Sessions: S4.5

Packer, Dominic
Lehigh University
Sessions: F2.4

Paiile, Steven
West Virginia University
spaile@mix.wvu.edu
Sessions: S4.3

Palacios Galvez, M. Soledad
University of Huelva (Spain)
maria.palacios@dpsi.uhu.es
Sessions: T5.1

Palmer, Carl L
University of California, Davis
clpalmer@ucdavis.edu
Sessions: W5.4, F1.3, S1.5

Pandey, Kavita
University of Allahabad, India
unknown@unknown.com
Sessions: T2.8

Parastesh, Shahram
University of Tehran
parastesh@ut.ac.ir
Sessions: F2.5

Park, Eri
The London School of Economics
e.park@roac.nl
Sessions: S4.8

Park, Hyung Lae
Department of Political Science at Jackson State University
hyung.l.park@jsu.edu
Sessions: W2.8

Parker, Christopher
University of Washington, Seattle
csparker@u.washington.edu
Sessions: F4.3

Passini, Stefano
University of Bologna, Italy
s.passini@unibo.it
Sessions: W4.6, S1.7

Patterson, Marcus D
University of Massachusetts at Boston
marcus.patterson@umb.edu
Sessions: T5.1

Pauker, Kristin
Stanford University
kpauker@stanford.edu
Sessions: S2.7

Pechtold, Sabine
BFW Hamburg
Pechtold.Sabine@BFW-Hamburg.de
Sessions: T6.8

Pehrson, Samuel
Queen’s University Belfast
s.pehrson@qub.ac.uk
Sessions: W4.1

Peiselt, Sissy
Friedrich-Schiller-University of Jena, Germany
sisy.peiselt@uni-jena.de
Sessions: T5.1

Penic, Sandra
University of Lausanne
sandra.penic@unil.ch
Sessions: S5.5

Pereira, Andrea
University of Geneva
Andrea.Pereira@unige.ch
Sessions: S4.7

Perkins, Chris
Royal Holloway University of London
C.J.Perkins@rhul.ac.uk
Sessions: T2.1

Perkins, David
SUNY—Stony Brook
franciscoperkins@hotmail.com
Sessions: W1.4

Persson, Mikael
Göteborg University
mikael.persson@pol.gu.se
Sessions: T3.4, T6.5

Peterson, Bill E.
Smith College
bpeterso@smith.edu
Sessions: T2.9, T3.9

Phalet, Karen
CSCP, Leuven University & Ercomer, Utrecht University
Karen.Phalet@psy.kuleuven.be
Sessions: F4.1

Pilecki, Andrew
University of California, Santa Cruz
apilecki@ucsc.edu
Sessions: F1.1

Pilkauskaitė Valickienė, Rasa
Mykolas Romeris University
rvalick@mruni.lt
Sessions: T5.1

Piston, Spencer
University of Michigan
spiston@umich.edu
Sessions: F2.8

Pitpitan, Eileen V.
University of Connecticut
eileen.pitpitan@uconn.edu
Sessions: F1.6, S5.2

Plaks, Jason
University of Toronto
plaks@psych.utoronto.ca
Sessions: F5.8

Sessions: F2.8

Sessions: S1.6

Sessions: S1.7
Rico, Guillermo  
UCSB  
grico@polsci.ucsb.edu  
Sessions: T6.1

Ríos, Desdamon  
University of Michigan  
drios@umich.edu  
Sessions: S2.4

Rodríguez Mosquera, Patricia Maria  
Wesleyan University  
patricia.rodriguezmosquera@wesleyan.edu  
Sessions: F5.3

Rodríguez-Bailón, Rosa  
University of Granada  
rrobalon@ugr.es  
Sessions: S5.2

Rogozar-Kolpakova, Irina  
Moscow State University, Political Science Department  
intoit@mail.ru  
Sessions: T3.5, F2.2

Rolfe, Meredith  
Nuffield College, University of Oxford  
meredith.rolfe@nuffield.ox.ac.uk  
Sessions: F1.2

Roney, Chris  
King’s University College, University of Western Ontario  
croney@uwo.ca  
Sessions: T6.6

Rosema, Martin  
University of Twente  
m.rosema@utwente.nl  
Sessions: W1.3, F2.4

Rosenberg, Neal  
Zachor Society, Inc  
nerosenberg@aol.com  
Sessions: T2.7

Rosenberg, Shawn  
University of California at Irvine  
swr@uci.edu  
Sessions: W4.4, F4.6

Roshan, Parisa  
RAND  
proshan@rand.org  
Sessions: T5.1

Rothe, Katharina  
University of Leipzig  
k.rothe@uni-leipzig.de  
Sessions: W5.9, T3.7

Roux, Guillaume  
Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, IEP de Grenoble / UMR Pacte (France)  
guillaume.roux@iep-grenoble.fr  
Sessions: W2.1, S1.3

Rubens, Lisa  
UC Berkeley  
lrubens@library.berkeley.edu  
Sessions: W2.2, F4.2

Rubini, Monica  
University of Bologna  
monica.rubini@unibo.it  
Sessions: W1.2

Ruby, Dylan M.  
Smith College  
druby@smith.edu  
Sessions: T5.1

Rudolph, Thomas J  
University of Illinois  
rudolph@illinois.edu  
Sessions: S2.5

Ryan, Pamela  
Issues Deliberation Australia/America  
info@pwob.org  
Sessions: F5.8

Ryser, Mirjam  
University of Bern  
mirjam.ryser@ipw.unibe.ch  
Sessions: T2.3

Ríos Indacochea, Candelaria de la Soledad  
GIM PERU  
candelariosi@gmail.com  
Sessions: T6.1

Saavedra Cisneros, Angel  
Stony Brook University  
mamadator@yahoo.com  
Sessions: W4.8

Sahdra, Baljinder  
University of California, Davis  
bksahdra@gmail.com  
Sessions: W4.8

Sanz, Alberto  
Dept. of Political Science, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid  
a.sanz@uam.es  
Sessions: W4.3

Sarrasin, Oriane  
University of Lausanne  
oriane.sarrasin@unil.ch  
Sessions: W1.7, S1.8

Savalei, Victoria  
University of British Columbia  
vsavalei@psych.ubc.ca  
Sessions: S1.7
Sessions: S2.6

Staerklé, Christian
University of Lausanne, Switzerland
christian.staerkle@unil.ch
Sessions: W1.5, T5.1, S1.8, S4.7, S5.6

Stenner, Paul Henry
University of Brighton
p.stenner@brighton.ac.uk
Sessions: W2.9

Stevenson, Clifford
University of Limerick
clifford.stevenson@ul.ie
Sessions: W2.8, W4.1, T2.8, T3.8

Stewart, Abigail J.
University of Michigan
abbystew@umich.edu
Sessions: S2.4

Stewart, Andrew Lee
University of Connecticut
andrew.stewart@uconn.edu
Sessions: S5.2

Stringer, Maurice
University of Ulster
m.stringer@ulster.ac.uk
Sessions: W5.8, T3.8

Subasic, Emina
Australian National University
emina.subasic@anu.edu.au
Sessions: S2.3

Sudas, Ilkay
EGE UNIVERSITY
ilkay.sudas@ege.edu.tr
Sessions: S5.6

Suedfeld, Peter
University of British Columbia
p.suedfeld@psych.ubc.ca
Sessions: T2.9

Suhay, Elizabeth
Lafayette College
suhaye@lafayette.edu
Sessions: W1.4

Sullivan, Nancy
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi
nancy.sullivan@tamucc.edu
Sessions: W4.3

Sunsay, Ceyhun
Franklin and Marshall College
ceyhun.sunsay@fandm.edu
Sessions: T3.3

Sweetman, Joseph
Cardiff University
sweetmanjp@cardiff.ac.uk
Sessions: W4.6, F4.4

Taitano, Erik Jon Limtiaco
University of Guam
taitanoe@yahoo.com
Sessions: W4.6

Tan, Judy You Rong
University of Connecticut, Department of Psychology
judy.tan@uconn.edu
Sessions: S4.4

Taylor, Laura Kathryn
University of Notre Dame
ltaylo12@nd.edu
Sessions: T5.1

Tesler, Michael
UCLA
mtesler2@gmail.com
Sessions: S5.3

Theiss-Morse, Elizabeth
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
etheissmorse1@unl.edu
Sessions: W5.8

Theodoridis, Alexander George
University of California, Berkeley
theodoridis@berkeley.edu
Sessions: T5.1

Thibodeau, Paul Henry
Stanford University
pthibod1@stanford.edu
Sessions: T6.3

Thies, Cameron G
University of Iowa
cameron-thies@uiowa.edu
Sessions: F5.6

Thomas, Dan B.
Wartburg College
dani.thomas@wartburg.edu
Sessions: F2.9

Thomas, Kecia
University of Georgia
kthomas@uga.edu
Sessions: S2.7

Thomsen, Jens Peter Frølund
Dept. of Political Science, Aarhus University
froelund@ps.au.dk
Sessions: F1.8

Thomsen, Lotte
Harvard University & University of Copenhagen
lthomsen@fas.harvard.edu
Sessions: S1.8

Thomson, Catarina P
Texas A&M University
catarinathomson@politics.tamu.edu
Sessions: W4.5

Tileaga, Cristian
Loughborough University
c tileaga@lboro.ac.uk
Sessions: W5.2

Tilley, Brian
National University
btilley@nu.edu
Sessions: T5.1

Titarenko, Larisa
Belarusian State University
larisa166@mail.ru
Sessions: W4.3

Todosijevic, Bojan
University of Twente
b.todosijevic@utwente.nl
Sessions: S4.3, S5.6

Tolbert, Caroline
University of Iowa
caroline-tolbert@uiowa.edu
Sessions: F5.6

Tomz, Michael
Stanford University
tomz@stanford.edu
Sessions: W4.5

Touboul, Maryse
School of Aliveness and Adulthood, George Washington University
marysetouboul@hotmail.com
Sessions: T6.2

Tredoux, Colin
University of Cape Town
platoza@gmail.com
Sessions: T2.1

Trentin, Rosanna
Department of Social and Developmental Psychology, University of Padova
rosanna.trentin@unipd.it
Sessions: T5.1

Trofimova, Vera
Moscow State University by Lomonosov, faculty of Political Science, department of Political Psychology
tvera@mail.ru
Sessions: F2.3

TSE, Thomas
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
kctse@cuhk.edu.hk
Sessions: S1.2

Tsirogianni, Stravoula
London School of Economics
S.Tsirogianni@lse.ac.uk
Sessions: F2.5

Twaddle, Iain
University of Guam
itwaddle@ugamu.ou.edu
Sessions: W4.6

Twose, Gabe
Clark University
GTwose@clarku.edu
Sessions: S4.6

Tyler, Tom
New York University
tom.tyler@nyu.edu
Sessions: S5.6

Tüscher, Thomas
University of Lausanne
Thomas.Tuscher@unil.ch
Sessions: T5.1

Vakhania, Zurab Nikoloz
Institute of Psychology, Ministry of Science of Georgia
zv@uznadzeinstitute.ge
Sessions: F5.2

Valentino, Nicholas
University of Michigan
nvalenti@umich.edu
Sessions: T3.4, F1.3, F5.7

Van Alst, Julia
Harvard Graduate School of Education
jhv550@mail.harvard.edu
Sessions: W1.1

Van Bavel, Jay
New York University
jay.vanbavel@nyu.edu
Sessions: F2.4

van der Noll, Jolanda
Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences
j.vandernoll@jacobs-university.de
Sessions: W4.8, T5.1

van der Toorn, Joanneke
New York University
joanneke@nyu.edu
Sessions: W2.6

Van Hiel, Alain
Ghent University
alain.vanhiel@UGent.be
Sessions: W4.9, T2.9

Van Houweling, Robert P
University of California Berkeley
rph@berkeley.edu
Sessions: W4.5

Van Laar, Colette
Leiden University
cvlaar@fsw.leidenuniv.nl
Sessions: S1.8

Van Rooy, Dirk
The Australian National University
dirk.vanrooy@anu.edu.au
Sessions: F1.7

van Stekelenburg, Jacquelen
University of Surrey
m.wilson@surrey.ac.uk
Sessions: F2.7

Windell, Eric
University of California, Santa Cruz
ewindell@ucsc.edu
Sessions: F1.1

Winter, David
University of Michigan
dgwinter@umich.edu
Sessions: W5.7, T2.9, T6.6, F1.5, S2.4

Winter, Nicholas
University of Virginia
nwinter@virginia.edu
Sessions: F1.2

Wisneski, Daniel
University of Illinois at Chicago
dwisne2@uic.edu
Sessions: S5.4

Wolf, Amanda
Victoria University of Wellington
amanda.wolf@vuw.ac.nz
Sessions: F2.9

Wood, Caroline
Canterbury Christ Church University
cew25@canterbury.ac.uk
Sessions: F1.4

Wright, Steve
Simon Fraser University
scwright@sfu.ca
Sessions: S2.3

Wronska, Julie
Stony Brook University
ejwlesann@gmail.com
Sessions: S2.5

Yacoub, Mark
NC State University
markyacoub@gmail.com

Sessions: T6.3

Yeung, Douglas
RAND
dyeung@rand.org
Sessions: T5.1

Yogeeswaran, Kumar
University of Massachusetts—Amherst
kumar@psych.umass.edu
Sessions: T5.1, S2.7

Zack, A. Jule
Liverpool Hope University
jule_zack@hotmail.com
Sessions: S1.6

Zechmeister, Elizabeth J
Vanderbilt University
liz.zechmeister@vanderbilt.edu
Sessions: W2.4

Zhao, Xu
Harvard Graduate School of Education
xuz930@mail.harvard.edu
Sessions: S1.4

Zimmerman, Lindsey
Georgia State University
lindseyzimmerman@gmail.com
Sessions: S2.2

Zmerli, Sonja
Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main
zmerli@soz.uni-frankfurt.de
Sessions: T2.2

Zukauskiene, Rita
Mykolas Romeris University
rzukausk@mruni.lt
Sessions: T5.1

Zurbriggen, Eileen
University of California, Santa Cruz
zurbrigg@ucsc.edu
Sessions: T2.9
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2010 President
Leonie Huddy, State University of New York, Stony Brook, USA

President-Elect
Bert Klandermans, VU-University, Netherlands

Past President
Sam McFarland, Western Kentucky University, USA

Executive Director
Carolyn Funk, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA

Vice-Presidents
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut, USA
Paul Nesbitt-Larking, Huron University College, Canada
Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University, USA
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Jim Sidanius, Harvard University, USA (Co-editor)
Paul ’t Hart, Australian National University, Australia (Co-editor)
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Melinda Jackson, San Jose State University, USA
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Starting a third year in 2010:
Lauren Appelbaum, Fielding Graduate University, USA
Melinda Jackson, San Jose State University, USA
Martin Rosema, University of Twente, Netherlands
Marco Steenbergen, Bern University, Switzerland
Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, USA

Starting a second year in 2010:
Esra Çuhadar Gürkaynak, Bilkent University, Turkey
Jamie Druckman, Northwestern University, USA
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